
What comments do you have about changing school start and end times?1,163 responses 

Great idea! 

It would make it very difficult for high school athletes to have time for practice if the day ended later. If the school day 
started later, all that would happen is the student will stay up later at night. Start times will not increase the amount of 
sleep. 

The student athletes would suffer from more missed school times for away games. They would also suffer if practices 
were moved to before school due to struggles with transportation early in the morning. I would lose a large amount of 
athletes I worry. 

Even prior to the information provided at the start of this survey, I always wondered Middle/High School started earlier 
when it is a pretty well known fact that teens are far more prone to sleeping later. Seems like a logical change to me. 

So many school districts are recognizing the importance of sleep/hormone/brain differences in middle to high school 
aged students - I think CDA must seriously consider making the change to later start times for this student population!!!! 

Please don't allow the concern that athletics will be impacted by later start times. They are student-athletes. The student 
need should come first. 

How will sport teams be effected? practices already start at 7 some nights for certain sports (basketball). Wont all the 
times have to be pushed up as well? If practices start at 8 they are not over until 10. Kids wont even be home until 10 30 
on come nights. 

I think it is needed! CHS starts too early for teenagers. 

I would love the times to be changed, both before and after school. Would be nice for parents with kids in different 
schools to be able to drop them off a little closer together in time as well. Currently there is an hour gap between 
elementary and middle school. 

I completely agree with the research and it is very important for us to protect our adolescents. As a mental health 
professional, it is very clear to me the mental and emotional strain that is put on teens. Shifting the school schedule will 
allow them more sleep which helps mitigate stress and improves coping. This is a very important issue and I am very 
happy that it is being discussed. 

This is a no brainer. It's about time the CDA School District implemented something that is so positive and 
research-driven as late start times. 

Having older kids get out after younger kids affects older children picking up younger siblings. If older kids have later 
start times they will just stay up later. It’s is hard getting younger children up in the morning than older children. 

start the school year at the end of sept. end the school year at the end of june. 

I hope they will at least change the start time for coeur d Alene high school it would make such a difference for my child 
an hour later would mean more sleep and not having to go so early 

Change sports competitions to other times to avoid having students miss afternoon classes. 

I believe the students will just stay up even later because school is starting later. 

All in favor 

I think we should leave them alone. 

I wonder how much of it is a byproduct of teens staying up too late on social media/games? 
Also, if kids know they dont have to get up till later they might be more apt to stay up on devices even longer. Which 
cause a number of serious issues. 
I know I've read a lot of studies that say adults who get up earlier are more productive/happier and teens are soon to be 
adults. 
I know my highschooler is happier when he goes to bed at a decent hour, gets up and gets stuff done. It's better for him 
and in my experience better for anyone. He also is perfectly capable of getting to bed early, especially if he spends his 
day staying busy and not being lazy like so many kids nowadays. Also, make the younger kids go to school earlier, 
really? Ya, lets have our 2nd grader sitting at a bus stop at the crack of dawn. I strongly DISAGREE with this and think it 



would be horrible for young adults and kids. 
High schoolers usually have the most activities after school also. Work, sports, home life. When would they have time to 
do all that and still be with family. 

Changing times would drastically effect all students and parents negatively, KEEP the start times the same. 

Earlier start times at elementary may mean that all IEP meetings will need to be held after school. 

This is a fantastic idea! 

I think this would be a positive change for many. 

Leave them alone please. 

I'd prefer elementary school start and end times to remain the same. 

I think switching elementary schools with secondary schools is an excellent idea! I really hope this happens. I think it will 
benefit the students (my children included) greatly! 

I don't know if you are going to achieve the desired affect of your 6-12 students getting more sleep. There is a large 
percentage of students that are in sports and activities. Instead of practicing after school is over, they will have to now 
practice before school starts. The kids will still be going to school at the same time they are now. Additionally, because 
the school day goes longer, when the students have competition, they will miss more school than they do now. They will 
still have to leave at the same time to play a game, but now they will miss three periods instead of two. There is a late 
start option for students in their Junior and Senior year of high school. If your child happens to be a student that performs 
better later in the day, they just need to choose that option. 

If you change the start times to later, the students will stay up later therefore not getting anymore sleep. I have seen this 
with my own children on late start Mondays. 

Thank you for requesting our feedback! I would LOVE to see later start times implemented. My daughter, who graduated 
in 2015, struggled with the early start time. I hope my son has the opportunity to have a late start. 

I have been advocating this since I was a student. First two periods are a waste, kids are not awake. 

It just makes sense for all levels. 

Teenagers do much better starting later. 
I have read several studies apart from the one you provided and the results are astonishing. 

I am concerned that students will continue to have poor sleeping patterns and will get home far too late if involved in 
after-school activities. 

When my older son was in high school, he would come home after school/practice and take a nap, before tackling any 
homework. His body really needed it. Some kids can't do that and are suffering. 

My kids are on a routine schedule for sleep, they get a good amount every day. 

DO NOT change for elementary. Later start for middle and high school I agree with. 

I feel this would be a positive change to our school system. 

Change school time sounds interesting. But looking at the after activities and groups. I think I will require more schedule 
adaptation for other schools participating at the school and travel. I believe with the later start that will push into late 
games and returns to home which will cause more lack of sleep. 
Day care or after school requirement that may increase and parent cost will increase. And programs maybe come over 
full. 
I think the school times should remain the same. Or only adjustment by 30 mins. 

Work does not effect me, but would for many. A change would have an effect on extracurricular actives too. 

I feel the parents need to step up and ensure their children get enough sleep. My children have not problem getting 9 
hours of sleep. I don't agree that this should change just because parents aren't doing their jobs. 

Eliminate late start Mondays! 



For my kids in elementary and middle school, as long as we have busing, it won’t be an issue with my work schedule. 

I believe that for students it would just be enabling them to stay up even later in the night rather than trying to get more 
sleep. 
Although for students who do work after school jobs, it could be beneficial for their sleep and stress. 

As long as it's not to late in the morning for the start of school, I have no concerns. If its later than 8:30 am it will effect my 
work schedule and transportation to school for my child. 

This would be a negative impact on our students as they have developed good sleep and wake up habits. 

We prefer the early start early out times. It allows for more afternoon/evening time together and my son has an after job 
that if he got out of school later that would effect his job. 

Bad idea! You will not accomplish anything except changing the schedules. sleep times will adjust over time and high 
school/middle school kids will still be sleepy in the morning. 

With multiple kids in multiple school, 2 parent work schedules, and after school homework and extracurriculars, start and 
stop times need to stay in the 8-3 range for practical purposes. 

I think the high schools should start later not just because of the research but because many students have 
extracurricular activities that may cause them to be out of the house until later quite possibly more than once during the 
week. They would have a better opportunity to get some additional rest but with the early start time, it is virtually 
impossible. I think there is a fine balance on how late to go however. For instance, 4:00 would be too late to end. 
Students who have extracurricular activities would have practice go much later or would miss more school because they 
would have to get out early for travel. Students who work would be impacted by late end times but would still benefit from 
a late start time as well. There is a definite balancing act. I would be interested to know how students feel about later 
start times in the examples that were given at the beginning of this survey. 

Please don’t have elementary start any later than it already does. Earlier is great! 

While I prefer the work schedule I have now, I recognize the need for this change with my students as well as my own 
adolescent children. 

Leave it alone. You guys have already caused enough problems with this boundary disaster. Kids of all ages need to 
learn to get up and get places on time. All that changing the time school starts will accomplish is changing the time the 
kids go to sleep. 

I do not believe it will change student sleep habits. 

I am supportive of the change in order to benefit teenagers even though this would likely mean earlier start times for 

I think it would be a mistake to change time's, especially when some parents rely on their older children to watch younger 
siblings after school. 

It’s about time. 

Honestly, I find students to be more focused in the morning classes. I also had zero problems getting my children to bed 
early, around 9 for my high school children. I think parents would just allow students to stay up later defeating the entire 
purpose. Also, we need to prepare students for life after school. This includes getting up early and being able to work 
part time. It is healthy for students to work and be involved with sports/clubs, I think this would impact those things. 

Students need to learn to go to bed at a reasonable hour. Instead of making the situation worse by starting school later, 
invest in educating parents to help teenagers make better decisions and create sleep patterns that will help them be 
successful as adults. 

Turn off the phone iPad and tv and video game and go to sleep 

I strongly support a change to later start times at the secondary schools! 

I think middle school and high school should start later. The kids need to sleep in more. 

Keep it the way it is. 

Not needed 



Partners I've talked too seem to think b their kids will stay up later, not actually get that much more sleep. 

students already stay up late, I really feel they will just stay up later. 

See above. Very inconvenient for working parents. Late start Monday is a joke and a major inconvenience to my 
household. No sympathy for teachers either. 

Overall this is a zero-sum game for the school district, and I disapprove of the disruption change would cause, despite 
the proposed change being an improvement for my family. 

There needs to be enough time after school to account for extracurriculars and sports without having to go too late. 

I am very encouraged to see our school district take note of these studies and strive to make positive changes that will 
be best for our students and their well-being. 

If it ain't broke, don't fix it! 

Leave times alone and keep them as they are! 

Sleep schedules are a parenting issue. Changing the start time will not necessarily change the amount of sleep students 
are getting for the better. More than likely, kids will just stay up later. This change would negatively impact work 
schedules for both parents and students as well as after school activities. 

I think this would be a horrible idea for students and parents. Students who are in high school better start learning how to 
get up in the morning. They will need to be able to function in morning after they are out of school in the workplace and in 
college. You will not be doing any of them any favors if you coddle them and not teach them to be responsible adults. If 
they need more sleep then they should go to bed earlier. Most students watch TV or are on there phone (Social Media) 
to late at night and that is the reason they are tired. Parents will suffer with childcare and making sure they get to school 
in the mornings. 

I am pleased you are looking into this topic! 

In a healthy instructional environment, it is not effective to make too many changes of a large scale, in a short period of 
time. This change, in relationship to all the other changes that are being taken into consideration, (especially in the 
current educational climate in Idaho), does not demonstrate knowledge of coherent practices, culture or knowledge of 
community, respect or rapport. 

Please do and change collaboration from Mondays. 

If the end times for secondary are pushed later in the day by an hour or more, it will negatively impact practices and 
events that take place after school. Outdoor sports will practice in the dark. The students will stay up later due to leaving 
practices later and then completing required schoolwork after their practices. By having school get out later, you may 
actually have more sleep deprived teenagers than before. 

I really think that this falls back on parents and their secondary students to work on time management. Setting 
expectations of reasonable bed times, electronic time and getting homework done early in the evening if possible. Our 
secondary students for the most part can self-manage their morning routines whereas the elementary level students 
need more hands-on supports and honestly more time to sleep. My 1st grader absolutely requires more sleep each night 
than my 8th and 9th graders. When I ask my two older students what they would prefer for start times, they have stuck 
with the early time so that they can continue sports practice earlier in the day and still get home at a reasonable time for 
dinner and homework. There are nights when they don’t get what I would consider enough sleep, but they are not 
struggling because of this. 

See above. 

Even when my teens are in bed, without electronics, they cannot get to sleep before 10pm. Their brains are still too 
active, not sleepy. They need more sleep. It affects EVERYTHING, especially ability to learn. I am 100% in favor of later 
start times. It means less idle time after school too! 

I don't like how late the kids get home from school if they start later. Could the year be lengthened to accommodate later 
start times but keep the finish times about what they are now? Even though the elementary kids finish around 3:30pm it 
is nearly 4pm before they actually get home. 



I understand the science / research but a lot has to deal with home life / parenting / socioeconomic factors. It will not 
matter how late school starts there will always be "issues" to deal with. Time management is something that needs to be 
learned no matter the circumstances for when students become adults. 

8:00 stat would be best. 

Should have already bern lookec at and done 

I believe in the High School it will be an excuse for students to stay up that much later therefore negating the" need for 
sleep". 

Keep it the way it is. 

This change will impact athletic/ community programs, far beyond our district (tournaments, games, practices, scouts, 
youth group activities...). Also, this will greatly impact businesses that rely on staffing based on our current school hours 
(ex. Silverwood, fast food restaurants..). 

It is nice to have our elementary age child go to school at a little bit staggered time from our high school aged child. It 
helps to just have one child at a time to get to the bus or to school by car. 

As a parent of two high school graduates and one still in high school, none of my children suffered due to the current 
start times. I have rules in the home about electronics and bed times. No electronics (phone, video games, TV, iPad, 
etc...) after 8pm and all electronics are kept in our kitchen over night (never anything allowed in bedrooms). Bed time is 
set at 9pm unless working on homework. Wake up time is 6am, giving them 8-9 hours of sleep each night depending on 
how quickly they fall asleep. I know some would think my children are morning people, and while that is true for my two 
sons, my daughter has never been a morning person. She is 26 years old and still sleeps until noon on days she does 
not work. However, just as during high school, for her job she has to wake up early (4AM, in fact). She was able to wake 
up on time in high school and disciplines herself now to do so because of the aforementioned simple rules. 
Unfortunately, schools are faced with quite a few students whose parents do not institute any common sense rules to 
help maturing adolescents make good choices, so now our schools are faced with the start time dilemma. Sure, push 
back the start times, but provide zero hour class offerings for juniors and seniors who drive themselves to school to help 
mitigate those of us who prefer the current times. I am sure you will find more than enough teachers willing to staff zero 
hour classes. 

I believe the scientific research speaks for itself. I applauded the school district for exploring this topic. It shows a real 
dedication to the needs of the kids in our community. Personally, I have 2 high school aged children. One struggles with 
the current time schedule. She's a senior so she will be unaffected by any possible change. My other child is an outlier. 
She thrives in the morning & it would be less of a welcome change for her. I still support it. The majority of teenagers 
need this change, it's clear. 

Due to sports and other school sponsored activities, how often would students have to leave school early to attend 
activities at other schools with an earlier end time? The last period of the day already suffers for 3 sport students. 

It is the parents responsibility to make sure kids get enough sleep. Don’t punish me because of irresponsible parents. It 
is not your/governments job to be a nanny. 

If you bump the start of school back kids will just stay up longer with the extra time. The data will then be negated 
because few students would take advantage of the extra time to sleep. 

Setting reasonable school day bedtimes for kids of all ages establishes a routine for ample sleep. This also prepares 
older kids for life beyond high school. Starting later in the day allows for irresponsible sleeping habits. 

It is taking responsibility away from parents to guide their kids schedules to put in the hands of the school district. 
Parents need to be more responsible with what their child is doing before and after school 

I think later starts will help children be more focused and have better positive attitudes. I also believe a later release time 
will give them less time to be alone or possibly get into mischief. 

As an educator and coach, I don't think that delayed start times would have a significant impact on the secondary level. 
Most students self-reported they would just stay up later. Also, most coaches/activities would just move to before school. 

Kids need the change and people need to work with it, it’s better for the kids 



This segment is from the overview of research and findings. 
The following subsections briefly summarize existing 
research literature on the impact of school start times 
on adolescent students. When examining the findings, 
it is important to consider that the methodologies 
typically used in such studies complicate efforts to 
demonstrate causality. Most studies are correlational 
in nature and, thus, are unable to provide empirical 
proof that changes in start times lead to differences in 
student outcomes.Likewise, some studies on school 
start times examine a single school or community, 
making it difficult to generalize the results. 
 

I fully support switching secondary and elementary aged kids start times. 

I think the release time being later for High school would be a problem for students with after school jobs and 
responsibilities. 

is there that big of an issue to actually change the entire system? After school athletics at a state level will need to 
change 

I think the start and end times for elementary are good, but the high school kids need to start later and end later 

Schools that have done this it is extremely successful 

I do not feel like we are preparing our children for any sort of work force or higher education with these schedule 
accommodations. No college, or employer will change the start time of a class or a work day due to lack of sleep. We are 
not preparing them for the real world. Instead of changing start times, better educate kids on why sleep is important and 
encourage them to start taking responsibility for themselves at an early age. 

I think the research speaks volumes and it's ok to change things to see if it results in a positive impact. I would love to 
see this happen. 

We coddle these kids way too much! They need to suck it up and be prepared for the real world. If you do this, how will 
they ever get up for work after they graduate? Also if they have after school jobs, they won't be able to get as many 
hours in or they will have to work later and it still won't solve the problem. They need to deal with reality. Just leave the 
schedule alone. 

School times should be changed later to allow for more sleep and better mental abilities for students. It gives students 
more time to wake up and be more ready for school. 

I have a hard time understanding why we are deciding to look at changing the start time. There's alot of research that still 
needs to be done to justify the late start times. 

Feel a later start time would be negated by students staying up later knowing they had more time to sleep in. Would run 
into same issues. Real world has early morning start times and expectations. College has early morning start times and 
expectations. Focus should be on teaching ways to better manage time, not adjusting start time. 

While the research states the positive for later start times of older children, the outcomes will have unintended 
consequences. As stated earlier, when this was done at a previous school district, it did not positively change test scores 
and made things difficult for secondary schools, community-based activities, some employers, volunteers, safety, etc. 

Making school start later does not guarantee kids are getting more sleep. They may just stay up later since they are able 
to "sleep in". This will mess with so many working parents, single parents, ect. 

They should not be changed. Our little kids need more rest then the older kids. 

As a teacher with a baby at home, an end time past 3:30pm is not doable due to contract times extending to 3:45. If 
times go later than this it will greatly impact the time I get to spend with my own children and I would potentially look for 
employment elsewhere if I was having to stay at school past 4:00pm as a K-5 teacher. 



Better for students 

i need more sleep due to insomnia 

I really do feel like the elementary schools start too late within our district. It makes it challenging to squeeze an extra 
curricular with the 3:30 dismissal time, And still leave time for things like homework, dinner, etc. By pushing it forward 
even 45 minutes, it would make the lives of students that do have extra curricular activities after school a heck of a lot 
easier. 

Please change them. 

I agree adequate sleep is crucial to the mental and physical development of growing teens. My daughter handles a 
grueling schedule of lengthy athletic practices and homework and manages to get straight A’s, however she always 
seems tired and has little energy on weekends. 

I think it's a great idea. 

i think the later start times will cause some kids to stay up later. they wont have to go to school till later. so i think it will be 
like it is now. 

My greatest concern is: Are we realistically preparing our high school students for the working/academic world, that 
begins at a variety of "early" start times? 

This should be a no brainer. We must ask- Is it good for kids? If it is, we figure out a way to do it. Why cause harm to 
students when evidence shows us how to prevent harm? 

negatively impact the time available for school sports, homework, and family dinner time. 

As a school employee and parent, later start times would be very supportive of the whole-child and their development. 

You will find yourself unable to make a difference for students whose chaotic home lives keep them from getting 
consistent sleep. Instead, you will punish squared-away families who get their kids to sleep at a reasonable time and 
teach healthy sleep habits. 
 
A better solution for those with less stability and structure at home would be for schools to provide MORE stability and 
structure. Get rid of your current irregular schedule and adopt a consistent start and end time throughout the week. By 
eliminating late start Mondays, you could start high school half an hour later each day and STILL have the same end 
time. Sports, activities, and employment would not be affected at all. 

An few outlying factor to the studies that no one is talking about. First, do you really think high school students will say 
“oh, school starts later! Gonna go to bed at the same 
Time to get more sleep!” No they won’t, they will view it with the mindset that school starts later so they can stay up later. 
In the end they will be getting the same amount of sleep. Also, I doubt parents will ask for phones or electronic devices to 
be turned off before bed or regulate them. Also, students have to work after school, this cuts into their employment 
opportunities, especially if they participate in an after school activity. Also, at high schools lights are an issue for sports 
teams especially in the fall. Also, these times work for schools that deal with longer days of sunlight through out the day, 
like California for instance. Let’s just cut to the chase, as a district your struggling to maintain absence/tardy issues which 
are threatening school funding. Your way to solve this is to adjust things so it doesn’t make us look nearly as bad as a 
district with these issue. You refuse to tackle the issue head on and do the things that are hard to remedy the issue. You 
don’t want the public to get mad at you and point the finger at you to blame for poor attendance/test scores. So your 
taking the easy route instead of doing what leaders do. Approach the issue head on and set expectations and have 
students follow those expectations. I have high school kids show up just as late for second period classes as I do first 
period classes. What your trying to do makes it a schedule conflict for everyone. Just leave it as it is and uphold 
expectations. 

Early start times for elementary students would be fantastic! 



Due to working parents, the middle school students will still be getting up early because their parents won't trust that they 
will get up on their own and get to the bus, or they have to be dropped off before the parents go to work. This defeats the 
purpose of starting later for more sleep. Sports will be a problem as well. Kids will miss the last hour of school when they 
travel to games, which isn't fair to the teacher that has to catch the student up, and not fair to the student that has to 
catch up. If the entire league would happen to approve this schedule, sporting events would start later, making it later 
when kids get home, then pushing dinner and homework later into the evening. Kids wouldn't get to bed later, which 
again defeats the purpose of a late start and getting more sleep. When adding that later time for bed with the kids that 
have to get up early to get dropped off, it actually makes them get less sleep than they do now! Besides all of these 
reasons, there will need to be supervision at the middle and high schools for 2 hours in the morning that isn't normally 
needed. If that supervision comes from teachers, now you are extending their contract days which will need to be 
compensated. 

some wonder (despite the research) if a later start time for secondary just means a later bed time, thus defeating the 
purpose. 

I think it's a good thing. 

I understand the studies, and I remember back to being a high school student and struggling in the mornings. I'm still not 
a morning person, but I also wonder if it has been considered that after high school, students will do one of two things, go 
get a job, of which most have work days starting at 8am, or go to college, which have classes that start at 8am or earlier. 
Is changing the schedule for kids during high school setting them up to struggle even more when the enter the working 
world or college? 

I think it is a good idea, especially for high school students. 

This would be a positive 

I am SO happy you are finally addressing this. 

In middle school and high school I can see it causing problems for sports. 

Leave it alone. Tell parents to address it at home and actually parent their kids. 

There's a lot of information about start time, but where's the data on brain function and productivity in students later in the 
afternoon? Students are likely to still get up early as a normal family routine, but a later start date is just going to push 
their ability to stay focused and energetic longer in the day. On top of a longer school day, part-time work, and keeping 
grades up seems counter-intuitive to developing healthier lifestyles. 

Please, Please change grades 6-12 to a later time! 

The kids are going to stay up late no matter what. I think teaching them that they can start their day later is ridiculous. I 
start my day early and have my entire life. Kids need to learn this and not teach them to be lazy. I drive my kid to school 
everyday and if you change the times I cant do that and she has to walk the mile to school since there isnt a bus. 

The largest negative impact is to working parents who have children unable to drive themselves or be at home alone. 
These proposed changes could have significant economic impacts on working families with young children. 

Quotes from the Hanover Research article you have posted on the cda school district website: 
" Most studies are correlational in nature and, thus, are unable to provide empirical 
proof that changes in start times lead to differences in student outcomes." 
and "Research on the relationship between school start times and student achievement is inconclusive...." 

Think it would be good for high school students to have late start, but parents would need to make the kids go to bed at a 
normal hour for it to be effective. Otherwise kids will just stay up later & get the same amount of sleep. 

I am gratified that this information is being considered, as my teenage child suffers from sleep deprivation on a regular 
basis and I believe this affects his performance at school almost daily. I fully support a change in school start times for 
the 6-12 grade students. 

I'm very happy to see the school district really looking at the science behind this and not just convenience. 

I personally things the start time and end time that we have is perfect for working parents and non working parents. I also 
thing that the schedule that we have already works great for elementary kids. 



Changing times for high school would have a huge impact on after school activities. It would result in students missing 
more school to travel for games. Although I think it would benefit adolescence to start later, there are too many other 
areas that would impacted negatively. 

Don't let sports dictate what school is really about-academics. Do what is best for the students, start high school later!!!! 

I like the idea of the older kids not getting out so early because I feel like that is when they get into more trouble. 

My son is only in 3rd grade but I would love to have middle school start later. I’m already concerned with how early it is 
and I have 2.5 years before he gets there. 

I do think have elem school start before secondary would allow older siblings to drop off at school but then it doesn’t work 
out with ending times if they get out at same time. It would be nice to have the option for older siblings to also pick up the 
younger kids from school at end of day as well. This would cut back on full time employee parents from having to arrange 
childcare before and after school. 

Middle School and High School need to start later. Period. Years of research has shown that. All other districts I've ever 
taught at have all three levels of school starting and ending roughly around 8:30-3:30 (slight variations, within five to ten 
minutes for transportation purposes, of course) and it was so much better. I do NOT like the middle school start and end 
time with comparison to the elementary start and end time. Middle schoolers need more sleep. 

I don't want my child to walk home from school in the dark! 

This is a terrible idea. Kids will self-adjust and still not get enough sleep. Regardless of what the research says, as a 
parent (and former teenager) I know that kids deprive themselves of sleep no matter what their situation. In addition, it 
seems like a bad plan to train them to sleep later; this would likely affect them when they have to readjust when they get 
a job. Just let them go to school like we all did. You want kids to perform better? Hold higher standards. 

It takes more parent effort to get elementary students ready for school (especially multiple kids in the same house), so 
making the start time earlier for elementary would be harder on parents. 

If the 30 minute change were implemented, it would be nice to flip elementary/HS times. 

Starting school later does not mean teenagers will get more sleep. They will most likely just stay up later. Why don't we 
address the real issues of regular bedtimes and electronics? 

Leave it alone! 

It's about time the health needs of the students are placed as a higher priority than athletics. 

I concerned about sports events matching other school's in other districts. Will the time change make it hard for my 
middle and high school athletes? 

It's not about our HS students being lazy. They just can't go to sleep at 9 pm. Their bodies dont run that way. With a zero 
hour class, my HS student has had to get up at 530 am for class. To get proper sleep he would need to go to bed at 830 
pm. That is not possible. Please listen to the experts. 

Studies have shown for years the value of starting school later for teens. I feel this is important and appreciate the CDA 
School District for being one of the first in the area to look into, and hopefully implement this. 

We feel later start would benefit secondary students greatly. 

This would be a very positive change 

Family time is important and this proposal would be cutting into that. So in all the research about mental health, I wonder 
how decreasing family time supports the whole child. 

Older kids need to sleep in 

I,agree elementary age kid's also need a good amount of sleep too:) 

I LOVE the idea of changing to later start times. I’d like to see the high school start times pushed back as late as 
possible. 

I think that the research fully supports later start times for older students. I also think younger students would benefit as 
well. 



This will effect so many parents who have young children and already have to go to work an hour late on Mondays. 

This is an absolute waste of time: parents should be regulating their child's sleep, not us! 

If you cant get up for schooling, how do you get up for work! Are our school teachers having a hard time getting to 
work!!!! 

Keeping anyone after 4 seems so late. 

Real life is coming for these highschool kids. They need to learn to get up and be functional like adults. No reason to 
sleep in when they have school. Go to bed earlier to allow more sleep. My son used to get up late and now he is up well 
before his alarm every day. Nothing wrong with having responsibility in the morning. It's a turn in creating lazy kids. We 
get up early for work. Their work is school. They can learn to get up early. It's good for them. 

I'm a huge supporter of later start times for secondary. My son, currently in 7th grade, has always been an early riser, 
until now! Now he can't fall asleep and we have to drag him out of bed in the morning. Late start time would be a huge 
benefit to him. My daughter is in 5th and hasn't changed he sleep habits yet, but I know it's coming soon. 

I support it. My high school son is the poster child for why later start times are needed for high school- he’s a zombie 
getting ready for a 7:15 departure and he says in his first class no one is awake and kids aren’t learning yet. That said, I 
also understand the ripple impacts, so thanks for the thoughtful approach to collecting information. 

I agree with the research and support changing start times. 

I like the 9am start as I think it gives the children of all ages plenty of rest 
I think getting out of school later fro high school at 4pm is a terrible idea for the kids 
Gives them less time to themselves in the afternoon and the evening 
Especially during the winter months 
Plus how did we survive all these years with 8am start times 
I'd rather get done with work while it's still daylight 

I don’t see the benefit, if you have later start times kids will just got to bed later. On late start Monday my kids always go 
to bed later on Sunday because they say school isn’t that early. But for parents who’s older kids might pick up there 
siblings from elementary school or there older kids watch them after school for a while, they are going to have to find 
other means. I think kids need to go to bed earlier not start school later. This is a matter for parents at home. If you make 
school get out later I hope there is not homework so that kids who participate in sports or clubs still have time to eat and 
see there family and friends. I think this isn’t a matter schools can solve. 

I am highly opposed to school start/end times changing. This proposal is presented in a way that seems to support the 
development of only middle and high school-aged children. I believe my children, who are elementary-aged, also need to 
be considered. My children deserve to see their parents after school and to have valuable time with them, both around 
their academics and social-emotional needs. 

I would like to see school start time change in lieu of the research about children and their physical and mental wellbeing. 

Make it do parents can drop/pick up kids to/from multiple schools without being late. No same times! 

Making changes to better serve our kids should be a priority over parental schedule. Secondary school kids are usually 
unable to have an appropriate bed time due to sports and homework schedule. We should be making changes that 
accommodate a typical schedule of children living in 2020 

I appreciate the research, but I believe that by making class times start later, the children will just stay up later, and the 
whole point will be lost. We'll have to shuffle our schedules and potentially have more, MUCH younger latch key kids and 
the problem will still remain. It's up to parents to be involved and parent. Set bedtimes and stand by them, set screen 
times/limits and stick to them. There is more proven research that shows the negative affects on the brain by watching a 
screen of any kind before bed than there is showing that teens need more sleep. I don't think the time change is the 
fix-all that it's being portrayed to be. If I could manage making it through zero hour government class in high school 
because my parents made me go to bed on time, kids these days can do the same. 



I do not think it is beneficial to our district at all. When it comes to athletics, coaches will either start practice early in the 
mornings before school or will have to practice an hour later after school. Both of those options defeat the purpose of 
trying to get more sleep. On top of that, daylight is an issue in both the spring and fall when it comes to activities. This will 
result in having students leave school earlier in the day and missing more school in order to start their athletic event on 
time. Because the spring sport season is so short, this will result in multiple missed classes every week. Also students 
who work will also be pushed to start work an hour later after school which will either result in less work time or a later 
time of getting off of work. 
 
Also, I am a strong believer that students need to manage their time wiser when it comes to going to sleep. A 17 or 18 
year old kid is not going to be able to decide their work time a year later when they graduate. School started the same 
time 15 years ago and this has never been an issue until now when computer and video games are at an all time high in 
usage among that age group. 

I recommend not changing it. With sports in school later starts will mean late practices and more missed school for away 
games. 

Very important to change the school times as suggested. 

I have a second job which would not be possible if start times are changed. I would have to choose between the two. 

Late start on mondays is very difficult to manage around. This is my #1 concern. I would like that to be looked and and 
stopped. Thanks 

We NEED to have later start times. 

This is ridiculous. If high school age kids have a later start time they wont get more sleep, they will just stay up later 
because they can wake up later. It wont fix anything. And it the winter it starts getting dark before 4:00, no one wants 
their kids walking home in the dark. What about kids that start work during school on weekends or right out of high school 
and they have to be to work by 6am or 7am, but they are so used to waking up later for school. That is setting them up 
for failure. They need to learn responsibility and get to bed sooner. This wasnt an issue when I was growing up. Society 
needs to stop trying to turn our kids into a bunch of pussies and baby them in every way possible. Kinda like participation 
trophies. Look what y'all are trying to do to our kids. Stop already!! 

Takes away time in the afternoon to spend with family and do sports if start time is later. After school time is very 
important to us. 

I have worked in a building that offered school starting at 1:00 pm and students still didn't show up to school on time. The 
lack of parental support in turning off the electronics shouldn't effect an entire district.. If a student wants to come to 
school he or she will get there. 
 
The district could offer a late start/finish to those who need this option.This would be staffed by teachers who prefer this 
schedule. 
 
A late start for high school will cause disruptions to scheduling after school appointments and likely increase the need for 
substitutes as teachers have to take more time off to make appointments for selves and families. Most providers do not 
start early or extend the day beyond 3:00 pm or 4:00 pm. 
 
I pity the person who has to work with scheduling all the busing. 
 
You will also run into huge problems with parents who are used to their high school students caring for younger sibling 
after school. 
 
What does the business community think about not having a large part of their workforce unavailable? Many of our 
students work fast food or for restaurants who need their workers by 3 or 3:30 pm. 

I think this change would make so much sense! Even though this could prove challenging for some people I do believe 
people would adapt and overcome, even eventually come to appreciate it!. 



If students are showing fatigue from starting school at the current time, those who will have to practice at 7am or earlier 
will be even more fatigued. Coaches/Advisors will have an even longer day if having to run practices starting before 7am. 
Kids will not be performing at their best that early for their sport or extracurricular activity either. 

Leave it the same. 

There should be care provided to students who simply couldn’t get to school who’s parents work earlier. The colder 
months no student should be home alone because mom had to get to work . Then they are required to get to school on 
there own merit. 

I do not believe that moving school start times later will affect how much sleep our students get. As a middle school 
educator, I believe that students will stay up later because they know they get to sleep in later. I feel that a schedule 
change would negatively impact many students who are in after school activities of all sorts. 
 
As a parent, I think of all the elementary kids who could get out of school at 2:00. I know many parents who would have 
to find more than 3 hours of child-care after school because of this. That is a major financial impact on many families. 

it starts in the home (let parents manage their child's sleep). Activities suffer in this proposal. elementary child safety 
suffers in this proposal (bus stops on dark winter mornings at 6:45, for a 5 year old, really ???). Educators who actually 
work with k-12 students see this as bad for all k-12 students. Please NO ;) 

My daughter is much more rested and ready for school on late start Mondays. 

As a high school teacher I have felt like the 7:35 school start time certainly has a negative effect on early morning 
learning. I am in full support of a later start time for high school students. 

Who is going to watch my 1st grader after school hrs? 

We love Mondays because of the late start and my son always seems well rested. He wakes up on his own and gets to 
take his time in the morning. 

i am for it. 

I agree that the secondary kids need a later start time. 

This is not a good idea. Based on experience teens will simply go to bed even later because they know they can wake up 
later. Hence they will not get more sleep. You will also move after school activities later into the day which can make 
getting home afterward dangerous as it gets dark earlier. All their activities will be pushed later into the evening. Teens 
and younger children will be doing homework late into the evening after their activities. Sports practices will be affected 
due to field lighting issues. There are many unintended consequences. Don’t change the time. These start times have 
worked for decades. These young people can handle it. 

This would impact me horribly as a widowed mother with 3 young children and a highschooler. I have one going into 
kindergarten next year and two others in 1st and 3rd. I'm barely making ends meet and if my highschool age daughter 
can't be home to watch them after school I won't be able to work and pay daycare. I dont know how I could possibly 
make that work unless I found a new job which wouldnt pay as much and would still make it so I couldnt afford to support 
them. Please do not change the times. There is only so much I can handle and this would just be too much. 

Keep it the same. 

dont change it 

Some student have zero hour which a later start would be great since now they are driving at 
6 am 

Ridiculous. We have a bunch of parents who aren’t adult enough to take responsibility and get their kids in bed at a 
responsible time 

It would be more beneficial for early starts earlier out times. 

Changing the school start time would make it more difficult on my schedule, but I still support it 100%. The health and 
well-being of our kids should be our top priority. 



If our students are going to be an hour too late and so we start their school an hour later, we are giving them an hour 
more of sleep, but we are taking an hour out of their waking day. Many students are stretched as it is. Will we step back 
on the homework, so that they have an hour less every night? 

I am a firm believer in after school jobs for high school students, school starting later would impact students who are 
close to becoming part of our job world. 

It's a necessary step for our district to take. We will need to keep in mind there will be some growing pains and not all will 
be pleased but will be worth it in the end. 

Based on the research I hope this is implemented immediately 

Kids will just stay up later if they start later. I don’t think the amount of time spent asleep will change. 

My 9th grade child stays up late playing video games or with friends on the phone, even past cut off times. Having school 
later will just push him to be up even later at night. 
 
I also think "late start monday" is a bad idea in my eyes. I think an early release would be better because in the real 
world, we don't have "late start monday" and my child is accustomed to it. 

If you push times back you’re setting them up for failure in the working world honestly 

Make them the same for all schools for parents diving to eliminate more trips back and forth 

We have a high school student in jazz band at zero hour. He has to leave our house at 6:15 every morning and at 5:40 
every other week for sectionals at 6AM. He often does not get home from playing in pep band during basketball games 
until 10PM. The current schedule definitely affects his attitude, health, and school performance. 

Even if you change the start time, kids will not get to sleep in because parents will still have to go to work early. 

I understand the science behind older students needing more sleep time but elementary students also need sleep. All 
three of my children need almost 12 hours of sleep a night to make it through an academic day and 1 activity in the 
evening. If elementary starts any earlier than 8:30 then I would have to wake up my children each morning and I don't 
think this is best for them 
 
I know it puts busing in a bind having every school starting within a 30 minute period but asking young students to be at 
school before 8:30 is really tough. 

I worry about kids in sports missing too much school to leave for games. 

I would prefer times stay the same 

It is just the right thing to do. It worked for year, (’74) 

Changing the start times of elementary schools will heavily impact working parents. 

Parents have already made changes to accommodate the current schedule. It may not be possible to change it to 
accommodate any changes. I know it would not work for my wife and me. 

1) in the survey it would not let me click a middle school drop option & I accidentally clicked high school. 
2) I believe a later start time for high school students is detrimental to teaching them real life skills. Teaching them to get 
up early and be somewhere is preparing them for a job. It is not responsible to let them stay up late and sleep in later. 
What happens when these students hit the workforce after graduating and are not prepared to get up early and be on 
time for a job? My husband is an employer who has a hard time getting his employees showing up on time in order to 
keep a schedule. It is because parents are not teaching children to be responsible to put themselves to bed at a decent 
hour so they can get up in time. 

Questionable research 

Just make sure to stagger times for different schools to allow parents to drop off kids at elementary and middle school or 
elementary and high school which will be me next year 

Please do it! This would be so good for our students!! 

This is so obvious. We are just now figuring out the schedule needs to change? Come on. The industrial age is a thing of 



the past. 

I would love my teens to be able to sleep in more, I think it would improve their attitudes and and their health, I am 
concerned about elementary starting too early though as current times seem about right for them. My younger kids 
especially get grumpy and clingy sometimes refusing to go to school when they're too tired. I know it doesn't work with 
buses, but it would sure be nice if the schools all started closer to 9. 

Please think of the working Parents specially with all of the new people in Coeur d’Alene. I am one of them I am an Idaho 
native but I am new to this area with no family ,there’s no grandparents or cousins or anybody to help most employers 
want an eight hour workday out of you and I don’t know too many shifts that start at 9:30 or 10 o’clock or later they 
typically start from 6 - 8 o’clock in the morning especially in healthcare. It’s a challenge 

Life is about getting up early and getting to work. You are setting kids up to fail by making a later start. Kids should get to 
bed early and wake up early. School is a small part of your life but it sets up habits and routines. Leave the times alone. 

I think if it were at all possible to have schools start and end around the same time for all students it would make things 
easier for most parents who have students in both k-5 and 6-12. 

I have worked in a district where these were the hours and it was amazing 

My concern is that later start times would not give the children more sleep, It would simply mean they feel they can stay 
up later because they can sleep in later. 

I believe the research, but I don't think parents will be any more disciplined with their kids' sleep schedules, so they'll still 
be tired. 

This seems like an parenting issue to get kids on a schedule and getting to bed on time. The studies show that kids need 
more sleep. If parents still need to work and have to drop off kids for before and after school care they will still get up just 
as early with putting more pressure on parents and day care system. 

I worked at an elementary school that had late start and I felt that it was much better. Both big and little kids need more 
sleep. The primary kids don't always have responsible parents who put them into bed at a decent time as well. I think we 
should focus on the impact for both primary and secondary. 

Highly supported! Kudos for being proactive and for being on the cutting edge of the research. Thanks for efforts in 
putting our kids first. 

I support retaining the existing start time schedule. Having the older kids go in earlier and get done earlier works well. We 
have used high schoolers as babysitters for our elementary school kids in the past. High schoolers have many more after 
school sports and activities. I'd rather have them at practice until 4:30 or 5 and we can get home at the same time. If they 
start later, then the after school activities will push into the evening into what is otherwise family time. 

It just takes accountability and discipline to follow a schedule - skills my child will learn regardless of flexing start times. 

I don't see a need to change the schedule. If students need more sleep, they should go to bed earlier. 

My high school student is tired when the day starts and she puts herself to bed before 9am. 

Involved students would practice or attend clubs in the morning thus less sleep would occur not more. Secondary 
students are also preparing for the transition to work, college etc. That won't accommodate for sleep needs 

I don't think it is necessary, I think the negative effects far out way any positive. 

I think this change would be a positive change for middle and high school students. I think the benefits would be 
enormous. We have friends whose children are part of the Camas school district. They changed their schedule and it has 
been a very positive experience for their community. 

Can we have a uniform school start and stop times for all grade levels K-12 in our district? 

Elementary students learn better in the morning so earlier start times makes more sense 

My child has gone to school from 7:55 to 3:15 since kindergarten before moving here. I think 9 am (10 am) start for 
elementary is a huge inconvenience - nothing productive happens in our house prior to school. Research also shows 
younger students learn best before lunch so it’s imperative to maximize that time. Putting that out in conjunction with the 
research about pre/teens needing more sleep might help parents support this change. 



I absolutely agree that Middle school begins too early. We regulate sleep times rigidly, and we still feel like our kids don't 
get enough sleep because they have to get up so early. 

Every adult has gone through the same schedules and as far as I know, we all turned our just fine. 

Not all of us are stay at home moms that can change our schedules. My daughter would still have to get up early 
because I go to work. Changing the start time would not get her more rest but it would give me more stress and more 
childcare costs. This plan only benefits the wealthy kids. 

changing start times for older students to a later time allows them to stay up later and still not get the recommended 
sleep time. 

I think an earlier start time for elementary students would be great! 

My elementary kids would suffer from loss of sleep if their start time moved to earlier as well. 

K-5 require more hours of sleep; contract out private bus services to allow more flexibility 

Don’t change K-5 start times 

Best idea ever! 

I think it’s been ridiculous to have these growing minds be to school so early. They need their rest. Regardless of after 
school sports. More sleep is better for their maturing brains. It’s been a long time coming. 

Quit changing times and late start is a joke! 

I think starting teens later is a great idea. 

I feel start times and end times are fine the way they are. 

We currently have 2 younger kids at home. When our middle schooler comes home now, she may watch the 2 younger 
ones while my husband leaves to get other kids from elementary school. Sometimes/most days, the 2 younger kids are 
napping at that time. So, I would prefer my middle schooler to be home before my elementary kids get home. If we have 
any other scheduling conflicts at least I know that my oldest would be home with the other kids. We cannot afford 
childcare so we have to work around all of this. 

I think we are inflicting too much change in our kids all at once. I also believe, if a child needs more sleep, they can go to 
bed earlier. Changing times later will only allow kids up later. 

Establishing learning rhythms is critical for student success. Proceed cautiously. 

I believe that it is an important life skill for high school students to learn to get adequate sleep and be prepared for a 
typical work day schedule. 

It is up to the parents to parent their children not the school dist, send the kids to bed earlier. 

I understand teens needing the 8.5-9.5 hours of sleep. However, elementary aged kiddos need more than that (~10-11 
hrs/night. So if you move elementary aged kids to earlier time slot, then you will have the issues, but now with a different 
age group. Depression (mental health) will not be solved by addressing sleep deprivation alone. Sleep deprivation is only 
one part of the whole picture. Hire more counselors to meet with teachers to discuss which kids possibly are a mental 
concern. And begin to be a support system from more than 2 or 4 counselors in buildings of hundreds of students. 

Thank you for examining this issue for our children! 

Im not sure it’s a start time problem, my kids generally get enough sleep because we have set times they follow 

Your questions do not take into consideration any after school activities 

We need to make this decision based on what’s best for our children, not easiest for everyone’s schedules. They’ll figure 
it out. 



The most concerning thing is even entertaining the idea that my 6th and 7th graders will make it out of bed and out of the 
house on their own.... much less make it to a bus or school without guidance or the ability to check in with them. We are 
just beginning to explore independence and throwing them into it fully based off of a study seems irresponsible. In 
addition, many times we depend on our older children to be available to watch their younger brother when we have work 
commitments, appts, etc. and this would be affected greatly. 
 
In the fall/winter months it gets dark at 4. The amount of pre-teen and teenagers (including mine) that would be often 
required to walk home in the dark after school concerns me. 

School start times too early affect my son whom plays sports after school and late into the night - he does not get enough 
rest / school grades are affected because of attendance issues trying to get up in the am to make an too early start time 

Research shows this to be a scientific fact for teens. We should listen and implement adjustments to start times 
simultaneously with boundary changes and bell schedule changes. 

Great ideas! Awesome that there are studies being looked into and positive ways it can help families. 

Later time is needed for teens to support school grades and after school sports 

It is time to contract busses so that the school district can do what is right for the children. 

Our elementary start time is currently 9am and I think it should stay this way. 

I agree with starting secondary later, but I don’t agree with starting elementary earlier. Young kids need their sleep too. 
This will negatively impact elementary schools just as it is impacting the high schools. I have students that I know rely on 
older siblings that pick them up after school and walk them home, and then watch them until their parents get off work. If 
secondary gets out later, there will be many young children walking home unsupervised and this is a very dangerous 
matter that needs to be seriously considered. These young children will also be home unsupervised until their older 
siblings get home, which leaves them vulnerable. 

I feel high schoolers will stay up even later at night until 1 or 2am knowing they don't have to get up as early. 

I feel that the start and end times should NOT change. 

Overall, I support this move; it's tough teaching sleep-deprived students. However, some answers to questions need to 
be provided before making a final decision. 

I think no kids should start prior to 8 it's just to early. 

I fully support this change. I have clearly witnessed the positive difference in motivation, attitude and energy level on our 
late start days...all 3 of our children have done much better with a later start and more sleep...it is a marked difference, 
and has been the same across the board for all 3 upon entering junior high and highschool. 

You need to do what is best for students based on studies and scientific evidence. 

I don't believe they should be changed because parents did it and they turned out fine. 

I know what the studies say and the theories that support later start times. However, from personal experience in schools 
in Colorado, the results and impact of later start times has been negative and detrimental. I think it would be a huge 
mistake and disservice to our kids and family time. 

It is not needed 

I would prefer starting elementary a bit sooner and ending sooner to allow for more time in the evenings for homework 
and extracurricular rather than homework and bed. 

It’s time to make a change to bell times to give our students the best chance to be healthy people and successful 
learners. 

The major issue is having my elementary student get home/ off bus/ released after my older student 

I feel that by changing the schedule, you would be catering and enabling students to sleep in and not be as committed to 
their education. By changing the start and end time of school, you would be causing me, along with other students, to 
spend less time with family and rush even more so with homework, and, also have less downtime. 



I do not think starting schools earlier will actually provide more sleep as the older kids will think they can just stay up 
later. Also, as they are older and getting prepared for the 'real world' I think preparing them to get up and going is 
beneficial. Also, if they get out later this will effect the amount of time they have do do homework. activities, sports, work, 
etc. Starting school later will have too much of a negative impact on our family time in the evening and doesn't properly 
prepare them. Yes, we all would do better with more sleep but I honestly do not think these kids will get that extra sleep 
you are aiming for and will do more harm than good for families. 

I have a child with depression and part of the symptoms are a need for lots of sleep. Her symptoms worsen when she 
gets too little sleep so I am all for this. 

Don’t think they need to be changed. 

I really hope this change in schedule is adopted by 271 — it would be such a benefit for the kids! 

Kids are encouraged to do too much! Sports, music lessons, clubs, pressure from teachers over standardized testing. 
Kids need to learn that they can’t do “all the things”. Let them suffer the consequences and hopefully they will learn to 
manage their time. 

I think it would be a very positive change to push back middle school and high school start times. However, moving 
elementary school times earlier in the morning would be challenging for our family. I realize that given things like bus 
schedules and staffing might require the elementary schedule changing, but I personally would not want elementary 
hours changed. 

Our child has a stay at home mother so we can adjust to any hours. The district needs to prioritize adult work schedules 
over children’s sleep schedules so as not to burden the community and increase the possibility of job loss when school 
commutes interfere with the start of work days. If the start of work interferes with the later start of school, you may see an 
enormous increase in before school care, and also cafeteria breakfasts served, and it should be budgeted for just in 
case. 

This is a great idea and needs to happen for the kids regardless of how it effects parents or bus/school logistics. What is 
best for the students needs to come 1st. 

As a coach I am concerned about my athletes missing more school because of how often we leave school just an hour 
early and now that would be 2 1/2 hours early. 
 
I am concerned about getting my elementary student up an hour earlier and how dark it will be as she walks to school. 

Teens need more quality sleep. Later start times are needed. 

If a household had an elementary and a middle or high school student, the sleeping hours wouldn’t change. Missing the 
same hour for sports wouldn’t be beneficial to the student or the teacher. 

Keep later times 

It is an interesting concept and would be good to test it out, but secondary students getting out of school any later than 
3:45pm seems very late in the day. 

I feel strongly that 725 is way too early for high school students to start school. Then if your student participates in zero 
hour it’s 630. I don’t think that kids should be going to school when it’s dark outside. My HS daughter would definitely 
benefit from having an extra hour of sleep every day. 

I like it. 

I think it is time for as later school opening especially for high school. 

High school start/end times should trend towards standard 1st shift working hours. At about 18 they are possibily thrown 
into the job market and will be expected to function on an 8-5 routine. Each career or educational step in life should 
prepare a person for the next. 

I think although later start times would mean more sleep for these students, it’s been this way for a long time and 
everyone did it. Also when you get out of high school and have a job in the real world it’s good to be up early and going 
for the day so I think a start time of 8:00 AM is ideal. Not 9:00 or later 



Kids need more sleep but it’s more about getting to bed early not necessarily getting to sleep in. Many studies show that 
minds are more clear and learn better first thing in the morning. So we need to be encouraging kids to get to bed earlier 
and start their day off fresh. Plus with our time zone And north Idaho short winter days, kids need time after school to get 
outside and move and that doesn’t happen on dark days. Education to parents is critical. Kids that can sleep in are just 
going to stay up later. Also, earlier school days allows more time for after school jobs and duel enrollment with NIC 
classes. If changes are going to occur let’s aim for earlier start times not later. I have 6 kids ranging all K-12 grade levels 
and I feel strongly that sleep is important and should be encouraged by getting to bed early in the evening and up early in 
the morning. 

If school ended later than it would affect the extracurricular activities. Also in the winter it gets dark early so kids could be 
walking home in the dark if it ended later. 

I am concerned about my elementary student walking to school in the dark during winter months. The amount of money I 
would spend on child care before and after school would triple if start and end times change. 

Hate having late start Monday. I send my son to Monday morning only school plus so he can have the same start time 
every day. 

I'm concerned that if hs students know that they will start later each school day, they will just end up staying up later, 
therefore negating the positives of a later start time. 
 
I mean, even as an adult, I know I stay up later on a friday and saturday night because I know I don't have to wake up 
early for work the next day. 
Now, could I use the extra sleep? Absolutely. But do I go to bed at my normal workweek time? No. 
 
Perhaps I am just an immature working adult, but I think that is common amongst most normal adults? 
 
Would teenagers reason the same way if we bumped the starting time back an hour? Two hours? They will eventually 
acclimate to the new start time change and still continue to get less than the desired 8 hours of sleep. 

I believe the food that’s being served at CDA schools has more of an impact on students lack of energy than their sleep 
levels. There’s a lot of research on that too. 

For high school students that work after school,later release times will become a problem. My children work after school 
and also play sports. Later release means working later and later practice time leaving less time for homework and 
studying. 

Sleep is very important, I support this idea of helping kids get more sleep. 

Anything later than 330 for high school students is too late 

How about go to a 4 day week. Saves so much money and time 

I don’t think any grade level should start school before 8:30am. Kids all ages benefit from the correct amount of sleep. 
Waking up at 6am is a struggle for 7 year olds or 16 year olds. 

Make all grades the same times. 

This should have been done years ago! There is no need to get our kids up at the crack of dawn each day, let them 
sleep. They can stay later, it gives them something to do and keeps them out of trouble! 

We will go with the flow either way 

I remember being in middle school and high school, if I get the chance to sleep in later, I would have stayed up later. I 
see it in my children now as well. During the summer, spring and winter break , if they are allowed to sleep longer, they 
will fall asleep later. I don’t feel changing the times would make an impact on their fatigue. Changing the times is an 
unnecessary change that disorients staff, parent and children’s schedule. 

My concern is for those who participate in after school sports. Later school time makes later practice times, less daylight, 
and potentially later nights to finish homework after practices and games. Also, more missed instruction time to travel to 
out of town games. 



I think a start time of 8:30 or 9 would be idea for all. I understand why middle and high school need to change but I am 
also hoping that elementary school time does't need to change much either. Going to school at 7:30 sound miserable for 
all. 

I don’t really car just wish middle school and elementary were closer to same times. 

I agree with a later start time for my high school student 

Please change high school start time to later!! Late start mondays are much easier on high schoolers!! 
 
Traffic flow all around lake city high school is so terrible in the morning. If it started later maybe there would be less traffic 
due to people being at work already???? 

It is a good idea to start later for older kids. 

I don't want to see elementary students Having to start any earlier. I have a first grader who really struggles with waking 
up early and always has. It's hard enough As it is to get him to school on time with enough sleep. He is my third out of 
four boys, which my two older Sons never struggled but it would really effect my 3rd and 4th sons who Have a really hard 
time getting going in the morning. 

I don't think they need to be changed. My kids have before and after school activities and know their limits. In theory this 
sounds wonderful (sleep in, have more time in the morning, etc.), but in reality it's a bad idea. I would love to go to work 
later, to sleep in and take it easy. However, that's not the real world and to teach teens that it is will be a disservice to 
them. Not to mention that teens are social creatures by nature. Even if school starts later, they will just stay up, or out, so 
the total amount of sleep will be the same. My elementary school child has enough time to get enough sleep and get up 
before getting ready for school. The times are fine as they are. Anything later causes a domino effect on all other 
activities - family dinner, sports, youth groups, etc. causing the same amount of total sleep, just at different hours than 
the working world. 

I have thought this should be done for a long time. 

If my son knows he doesn't have to be to school later he would stay up later. He would still get the same amount of 
sleep. Nothing would change except for the times he did it. 

Finally! 730 start is way too early. Right now he is up at 5 to do chores. An extra hour of sleep would be so helpful! 

Kinder should offer full day at all locations 

I don’t think the solution lies with school start times, but with parents regulating that their children have adequate sleep. It 
would be an incredible inconvenience to have different school start times than the surrounding schools. I don’t think we 
would be doing a service to students to sleep in more- college classes can begin even earlier as do trades for trade 
schools. It is a productive and essential life skill to learn to wake up early and get to work. Stop trying to make everything 
easier for students; it will produce lazy adults who lack responsibility and self discipline. 

The kids of today need more guidance. If they are not allowed to have a screen to look at all night they will eventually 
learn to sleep the hours they need. Elementary children need more sleep so switching the start times is something I do 
not agree with. 

My 15 year old son goes to bed at 8:30 on school nights. He does so because that’s the rule in our house. He gets up at 
6:00 well-rested and ready for the day. After 9.5 hours of sleep, he can function. I feel that changing the start times is a 
mechanism by which the school district is supporting poor parenting. 

I think it is completely unnecessary, more sleep can be accomplished by an earlier bedtime. 

I suspect that, particularly, middle and high school students, that have more personal freedom, have a tenancy to 
gravitate towards the bare minimum, and staying up as late as they can. I also feel that high schoolers, moving into 
college and careers, need to be motivated to learn to wake up earlier as they get older, not later, as it is better 
preparation for real life. 
 
If my child has an adjustment period, learning to get up earlier as they transition into adulthood, and certain things are 
more challenging (school) as a result, but they learn to accomplish more in their day, I feel like the challenge was a 
growth experience. Studies have shown that adults that wake up earlier are more successful. This is a habit that is 



developed, and I prefer it be developed at a young age. 

No more late start Monday 

Thank you for putting so much effort into educating and gathering feedback on this issue. I am more hopeful our district 
can implement later start times for middle and high school after seeing that Idaho Falls, my home town, has already 
implemented later starts. I know change is difficult. This is an adjustment the entire community will make, and by working 
together I am confident we can find solutions for all of the challenges this change could create. 

Changing secondary start and end times would still cause for those involved in sports and extracurricular activities to be 
at school early due to practices and club meetings to have to take place in the mornings rather than after school AND 
those in sports and activities would end up missing MORE school in the afternoons when they have to leave early to 
make it to games/matches/debates, etc. In addition, giving secondary students a later start time is going to make MANY 
of them think that they can now stay up later...therefore, still the same amount of sleep. 

I think changing times would create more congestion in the town small enough congested roads... 

I've believed this for years, that kids don't get enough sleep and school shouldn't start before 8. Most adults don't start 
work till 8 or 9, and kids need more sleep. Adolescent 'clocks' aren't made for early bed times. Most adolescents I've 
talked to aren't awake until 3rd period or so. It absolutely affects their learning and mental health. 

We need to keep the same schedule each day. No Late, start it messes up with the student and the staff. 

I have been in other districts in other states who made this shift, and it seemed to have positive effects. Really investing 
in community support and resources will be critical (especially considering child care, impact of sports/extracurricular 
scheduling and games, jobs, etc.). 

It’s the parent responsibility to make your child’s bed time and follow through with it on a school night 

Unfortunately pushing high school start times later would result in athletes missing more class time when traveling for 
games. But the upside is they would get a slightly better sleep when they returned as late as 11 p.m with school the next 
day. 

Sleep deprivation is not dependent on school hours but has become an issue because student have access to electronic 
devices at all times. They stay up late on their device with social media, watching movies, and gaming. Most students 
report they can’t sleep! Research shows device access late in the evening changes brain wave patterns. 

I’ve always wished the start and end times for all the age groups lined up better so I didn’t have a two-hour window of 
getting kids off and a 1-hour window of getting them home. 

This looks like a good change, based on solid science. 

I have always had kids who were up and at it early...until high school and they literally stay up half the night and then 
cannot wake. These sleep cycle studies are spot on. Give the kids a break. Thanks so much for considering this. It is 
quite thoughtful of the District to pay attention to the evidence based realities. 

I know for my student that the amount of time they are sick would greatly decrease. I would assume that there are many 
others that would say the same thing. 

It appears that later start times have a positive effect on secondary students. However, the cited information indicates 
"very little research has examined the impact of start times for elementary school students", so a proposed change could 
have unintended consequences for younger students. Please make sure that factors into the overall decision on start 
times. 

We have had 4 other children grow up in the same times for school and all have done well and excelled in school. 
Receiving college degrees while working. The time changes will not change for them after they leave school. 

All school should be done by 3:30 allowing kids to get home safely, unwind, eat dinner, homework. If school is dismissed 
later will homework be dropped elementary children won’t have enough time for activities, homework, dinner if children 
have a 8:30 bedtime that’s 4 hours. 

I believe lack of sleep is due more to late after school extracurricular activities than early school start times. Kids should 
be getting in bed earlier at night, not starting school later in the morning. 



I like the idea of having latter start times for high school students, however this would have a negative impact on 
extra-curricular activities and family life. Our student currently does not have enough time to get homework done, attend 
beneficial activities, and get to sleep in the evening. Changing start times would only push bedtime later in the evening. 

Although I don't have middle schoolers, I grew up in CDA and recall thinking I got up earlier as a child and school took 
forever to start. Adversely, as a teen I really felt like I needed the extra sleep and thought Elementary school should start 
earlier and middle school later. Little kids tend to get up earlier! I find this still true with my own children. I wouldn't mind 
an 8 am start for my elementary school kids and a 9 am start for middle school and 8:30 for high school. 

Having elementary aged children finishing school before secondary age children does not make sense because for most 
families, the older children are watching the younger children after school. Most parents do not get off work in time to be 
able to pick up their children. 

I think it is time for as later school opening especially for high school. 

I don't like the idea of changing the start times. Keep it the same. 

Both of my children participate in sports 3-4 days a week. Pushing their school day up would mean less sleep for them. I 
am not ok with the idea of taking away opportunities and sleep from my elementary school student. Will pushing start 
times back for high schoolers really make a difference in the long run? Do we have studies from schools who have made 
the change and sustained it for several years. My guess is the first year shows positive results... until the teenagers 
realize they can now go to bed even later. Which will result in the same amount of sleep they are getting now. 
Elementary age students should have 10-12 please keep this mind when you are making your decision. Their health and 
development are just as important as our secondary students. 

I have wanted later start times for middle & high schools since 2002 when my oldest child started middle school. High 
school students would benefit the most. Research is clear. I fully support this change & hope it happens. Have the 
youngest kids start early. They are up anyway...coming from a mom of 3 & early childhood education specialist. 

Please change high school and middle school start times. High schoolers should absolutely start the latest. Research is 
clear as is my experience as a mom of 3. I desperately hope this passes for our teens sake! 

I think it is a really smart idea. Most high schoolers that work after school, typically don't start until 4:00pm so if they got 
out by 3:30, they'd still be able to make it to work on time and get more sleep in the morning. 

I think this would be a positive change for our secondary school students. 

Ending school later for elementary kids would really hurt their after school activities. They have no down time, homework 
time, friend time already. We have to rush after school to make any extra curricular activity the way it is....otherwise we 
are out until 7 or 8 doing sports. 

Changing start times is a solution in search of a problem and fails to take in to account the impacts on working families. 
Not all of us can afford to have only one parent working. 

Please match up elementary start time with middle and high school please!! 

Earlier start times for elementary students means little ones may be waiting at a bus stop when it’s still dark, especially if 
they live on the outskirts of town. That’s a safety issue. Or they may be dropped off the bus in the dark. 

My high school kids play sports. A later start would mean later practice, later dinner & later start for homework. In the off 
season, it means a later work shift due to having to start later. NOT in favor of a high school later start. My kids have 
never had a problem getting to school at the current hour. It’s teaching them to be responsible & get ready for “adulting” 
in the real working world!! 

I understand the science and would support a change if that’s what the district decided to do. I question whether this 
would actually increase sleep for teens, or if they will stay up later knowing they go to school later... 

The time change wouldn’t cause difficulty in our family as our son is in high school and can walk back and forth and is old 
enough and responsible enough to go to school on his own if we leave earlier for work. 

I understand the work needs for high schoolers to start early, but I think middle schoolers should start the same time as 
elementary students, especially when elementary starts later. 



We've got to provide our secondary students with adequate sleep. Otherwise we are hurting them academically but also 
psychologically and creating health hazards. 

I think this is an excellent idea. I have been wanted this for awhile. My teens have such a difficult time getting up because 
of what the article stated. 

I agree that teens need more sleep. I would like to see them start later. 7:30 start means getting up at 6:30 and that is too 
early for them. 

I do not support changing times. 

I think there would still be issues. The issue is that people need to make their kids go to bed. My son plays sports and it 
is necessary to get out early to accommodate those schedules. 

I believe the elementary schools should not have a start time earlier than 9:00 am. 

I know it's hard to make such a big change, but I think it is worth the upheaval to do so. 

Decisions should be based upon what is important academically. Extra-curricular activities should take a back seat in 
terms of consideration. 

It wouldn’t affect my K student much as she already starts at 8:30. I could get to work before 9 & not worry too much 
about childcare after as I’m off at 4pm. It’s an easy gap to fill. My teen could use the later start time & having the kids in 
school at the same start time would be nice. 

Many working parents may be affected 

Follow the science 

I would like it but please remove late start Monday. 

I believe this would be most beneficial to the 6-12 graders, elementary school age children tend to be up for the day 
earlier anyway while it's a battle to get a teen out of bed each morning, even with a reasonable bed time and no screen 
time after 7pm. 

We need to start secondary schools later. The research is very clear that starting secondary schools later will increase 
academic performance and improve mental health. I am a teacher, parent, and small business owner that employs 
teenage students. Some of students and teenage employees struggle with sleep issues, depression, and anxiety that 
would all be helped if they had more sleep. Please make this happen! 

My students would not necessarily get more sleep. If there was a later start time, they would go to sleep later. As they do 
on late start Monday. However! I feel the later start my be very beneficial for some. 

In favor for changing start times provided Elementary students dont switch to early start time than they are already at 

I am opposed to changing any start or end times. 

Our teens need more sleep 

I believe the late start on Mondays negatively impacts most kids & parents. It has a large socioeconomic impact on 
families without a stay at home parent. Many adults have to adjust where they work because of the late start. So 
whatever is decided please have all a school days the same. 

In my opinion this would be negative to sports/extracurricular practice times. Talking with many coaches and players they 
would assume to just flip their practice time to the mornings before school and that is counterproductive to all the 
research done for this change. 

I disagree with this whole process. Be a parent and make your child go to bed at a time that ensures they get enough 
sleep. An employer isn't going to make the start time later so you can get more sleep. It is your responsibility to get that 
done. We are preparing our kids for adulthood and the real world. Changing the start time to a later time is not doing that. 
It is setting them up for failure. 

My kids have to walk home from school & in the winter it gets dark earlier. Don’t want them walking when it’s starting to 
get dark is my concern. 

I think it is much needed! 



Sporting events would need to start later 

Ending later in the day would then mean after school sports would end later as well thus interfering more with family 
dinners and homework time. 

I have long believed this change should happen. Both of my kids researched and wrote papers on this topic during 
school. Too bad my youngest is class of 2021 so this doesn't really affect my family. 

We need to keep elementary schools the same and make middle high schools the time in elementary. 

Think its fine the way it is 

I believe that mood/behavior issues are more significantly affected by other factors than sleep times. I also believe that it 
is highly likely that if school start times were pushed back, certain segments of the school population would adjust their 
sleep times to effectively nullify any potential gains by allowing a later 'wake up' time. 

If schools changed start/end times, a lot of parents would be forced to have to pay for daycare, that they don't need to 
now. 

Thank you so much for considering this, my HS Junior has struggled for years because of the early start times in high 
school. This would be a tremendous help. 

It’s not the start times, it’s parents not taking responsibility for the raising of their kids. Be more involved, limit 
distractions(games/cell phones, etc.) We are a 2 parent working home but still make time to assure our kids have our 
attention when it comes to schoolwork. Teach them time management, organization and planning. Teachers can’t do it 
all! 

I'm all for it 

No grade level K-12 should be beginning before 9AM 

My highschool age child plays 3 sports I worry he will miss more classes on game days with the later start times. 

As kids get older, they should go to school later in the morn. Younger kids starting earlier. 

Please let the growing teenagers sleep later! They need it. 

Please let the growing teenagers sleep later! They need it. 

If it isn't broken ... don't fix it. 

Middle schoolers may need more sleep - but it is up to the parents yo get them top bed earlier. With working parents how 
do the kids get moving on time? 

Don't make it any harder on parents than you already have with Late start Mondays 

I understand the necessity of students needing sleep. However, pushing back school start times will not change student's 
home life. If they aren't being enforced to get enough rest now, that will not change with an hour time change. 
Additionally, I believe students will miss more school, especially athletes. We only have so much daylight hours to allow 
for athletic events in the fall and spring. Game times would not be able to change and students will miss more class time 
to be dismissed with activities. 

As a working single mom it would be very difficult to get him to school in the mornings. I am hourly and even if my boss 
was OK with me being late, I would have to work late to make up for it. My NIC student picks him up after school and she 
has to work, so if he is out later I will lose my arrangements for getting him picked up. I feel a late schedule works for stay 
at home moms or those who are on the bus schedule or those who are self-employed. But anyone with shift work is 
going to be hard. I believe in the need for sleep for teens. But I don't know how to balance work and a new schedule. 
Actually late start Mondays is already a pain. Doesn't the district realize people need to be at work? I have wondered that 
for years, struggling to make arrangements for my kids (there have been 3 siblings through the system already) for 
Mondays. 

High School is preparing our students for College and Working after High School where times are not flexable. 

Keep it the same. Exactly how it is now. 



I think a lot of focus is put on this study with out thinking of our younger elementary school students and their needs. I 
feel the high school students will soon take advantage of the later start and end up staying up even later because they 
can sleep in later. I want to see what the outcome of this change is 3-5 years after it was put in effect. Are the results still 
worth interrupting what the younger students need? 

maybe there would not be so many students tardy all the time 

Fall activities won't have enough daylight in late September/October. 

I believe a lot of our students at high school level have an after school job/activity, therefor I think starting later and 
ending school later would make their days longer which would defeat the purpose of the plan which is giving them more 
sleep time. 

Leave it as it is. Parents & caregivers have their schedules worked around their students needs. Plus students in sports 
have those schedules set as well. The changes being proposed were effective years ago, then the school district 
changed the start times to the current ones. Within the next 5+ years how many more times will you propose to change 
start times and cause families to try to figure things out all over again? Maybe this is also more of a home situation. 
Parents/guardians should be more active in what their child’s homework, after school Activities and sleep time/habits are. 
If parents helped and were more active in homework and helping with good sleep habits & routine this more than likely 
wouldn’t even be an issue to be voted on. 

I don't think this move will mean kids will get more sleep. Many kids will just stay up late. I am also very worried about 
extra curricular activities going later at night. 

I completely agree that teens need more sleep. I think most people need more sleep. I am not convinced changing start 
times will ensure more sleep for teens. 

There is not enough daylight time after school gets out for high school if changed- many kids involved in other 
extracurricular activities and work. If hs sports teams practice before school how do the kids that take the bus get to 
practice? Kids need to be able to have time outside before in gets dark- especially in our area- if they leave school and 
get home just before dark that, in my opinion, leads to more sitting around and video games- leading to more inactivity, 
obesity and depression. There are many high school kids that function well in the morning- how will this help them. HS 
students can't work before school and taking an hour away in the afternoon from those who may need to work to support 
themselves/family is not fair. Many teachers have 2nd jobs that are needed to support their family as well that could be 
impacted. If families have hs students taking care/picking up students from middle school or elementary but they are not 
out of school until after them how does this work? If an individual hs school student can't handle morning classes maybe 
they look at individualized late start and use their time to either take an online class or summer school to make up the 
class period the miss out of because of late start. 

Traffic will be greatly impacted- leave K-5 schedule as it is and just adjust the Secondary school times. I have kids that 
get on the bus at 650ish am, yuck! New school hours should correlate with new boundaries. Just rip the band aid off- 
there is enough time to rearrange lives. 

As a parent of high school students and teacher at the high school I feel that this would be a positive change for our 
students. 

I think changing to later start times is ridiculous. First off my kids play sports. If school started later they would be missing 
more school than they already do, which I would have a problem with. Second, the world doesn't work this way. We 
should be preparing kids for the real work. Which most jobs start at 7:30-8 in the morning. When the go to work or 
college, they will have to be ready for this schedule. Let have them already used to this schedule and not have it be a 
shock when the graduate. 

Love this idea. And would love if it could start in the fall of 2020 

Too many changes at once!! 

I think it needs to stay the same. These are almost adults and we keep lowering the bar for them. Our job is to make 
them more accountable before cutting them loose in the real world 

If the district wants to make research-based decisions about student achievement, they should start by banning all cell 
phones during the ENTIRE school day; passing periods, lunch, etc. The district should also work harder to educate 



parents on the negative impacts of social media usage by teenagers. Kids are up late because they're on their phones. 
They tell us every day at the school. 

Later start would be good for students 

I do not feel that starting school later for high school or middle school students would have an overall positive impact due 
to the fact that those students would stay up later and/or be involved in activities that would start in the morning instead 
of the afternoon. I do feel that, if we choose to move to a later start for teenagers, we should also move to a later start for 
elementary (simply move both back an hour). This would lessen the impact on parents, families, and busing. Flipping the 
two can have a larger impact and creates unnecessary complications. 

Sleep is important for sure, but my son manages his sleep, by going to bed earlier...just as I do for work. 

I am very concerned about these changes. Adults have to be disciplined and get up and go to work early. College 
students sometimes have to take early classes. I feel like getting up early and going to school early is good training for 
our students to be successful higher education students and employees. Allowing students to think that they can get up 
and go to school when they feel like it or when it feels best to them is poor training. It sends a message that a person's 
personal needs are more important than carrying out their responsibilities. The training should be...I have responsibilities, 
so I need to do whatever it takes to make sure I take care of those responsibilities. The lack of this kind of thinking is an 
issue with the younger generation already. I really worry about the training and message this sends. 

I feel sleep is important for our children and there is definitely a lack of sleep for the middle and high school students with 
such early start times. A later start time for middle and high school students would be beneficial. 

If school times are pushed back, all after school activities will be pushed back, which will just push back start times for 
homework, dinner and bed time. Kids will be staying up later to finish all the things that are already on their plates and 
the issue of more sleep will not be addressed. 

Start times for secondary and high school students should be set for later. This early morning "prepare for a job" rhetoric 
is silly. I do not want to see elementary schools start earlier just because secondary and high school's move to starting 
later. They all should start later. 

I know our 16 year old daughter would benefit from getting the extra sleep in the morning and we've always been aware 
of the supporting research. Our family is not affected by any change in start/end times; however, I'm concerned how 
changes would impact other families regarding their employment/work hours. 

The only issue I have with a later start time for high school is that I cannot ensure my children get on the bus before I 
leave for work. This could result in them not waking up on time to get to their bus stop. Currently, they get on the bus on 
time because I am monitoring them and making sure they get there. But I have to be to work at 7:30am, so if they start 
later, no one will be monitoring them to get on the bus later. 

If we changed highschool/middle school to start later, kids would just stay up later to get their work done. Their sleep 
amount would not change because of school starting later. 

I support a later start time for grades 6-12. Younger children (K-5) with long bus rides may experience loss of sleep 
should their start time change significantly earlier. 

Based on knowing my own children, as well as discussing sleep schedules with a multitude of students during my 
workday, I do not believe later start times will change how much sleep they get at night. Over weekends they stay up 
late, and during the week they have work, school activities, extracurricular sports, and social activities. I believe these 
activities will just fill that time, and they will continue to be tired during the day. 

The logistics in retooling the district like this needs careful time and consideration. That said, please SLOW THIS 
PROCESS DOWN and actually begin having more physical conversations with us educators instead of just a panel 
where only a few educators are properly represented. 

School start and end times are part of why teachers choose to work where they choose to work. I think that the change is 
a big disruption. 

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK SHOULD BE THE SAME SCHEDULE! 

There will be many negative consequences if we switch. Things are fine. Kids need to go to bed at a decent time. 



Educate that concept and there will be much more positive outcomes with less headache. 

I think we need to do what is best for kids, not what is best for adults. People will adjust to the new schedule. Secondary 
kids need this. 

Our younger kids are unable to go to school in Coeur d Alene, we moved to coeur d Alene for our kids to have the 
opportunity for a better education, but because we work 40 minutes from Coeur d Alene with the most ideal work 
schedules, pay and benefits, we are unable to have our younger kids go to school at the school that we can see from our 
front door because of the different start times between the Coeur d Alene School district, our teenager would be able to 
bring them to and from school but the different start and end times within one district has prevented that from happening. 

PLEASE DO THIS!!!!!!!!! I believe it is IMPERATIVE for our children's success, behavior and mental health! 

These changes could have a significant effect on child care costs for some working parents. 

What about modified schedules for high schools- adding an hour post 2:30 as opposed to a zero hour. Or adding an 
early release day vs a late start day. 

i would hate it 

please do it 

Good idea 

As a parent with a middle school student in extracurricular music and sports, the hour time change would not work in our 
schedule. He needs the time to do homework before his activities. Also, pick-up and drop-off would be a problem. 

it will restrict my multi sport and educational life, for it’ll take away the time i’m able to do so after school 

I don't want the Elementary School kids to start any earlier than 9AM. 

It needs to happen asap. Our teen suicide rate alone should be enough reason to make this change immediately. 

I don’t think the times should change. As for our family, we have a strict bed time and stick to it. If other parent had/did 
the same, their children wouldn’t have a problem getting enough sleep. If the times change, it would allow for an excuse 
for children to go to bed later because they don’t have to be to school till later in the morning. I don’t see how this would 
be a positive change. 

This comes down to parental guidance and proper sleeping schedules. This will affect working parents,student athletes, 
clubs, during/after-school actives. Why does the school/district always have to make a change? this needs to be the 
responsibilities of individual families. HOW IS THIS OUR RESPONSIBILITY? What has changes over the last 50yrs and 
does this data have technology in it that reflects student sleeping habits and pasterns? 

I do think that middle and high schoolers need the sleep, but I too feel that elementary level need the same. In an ideal 
world, they would all start later and get out later. 

My son is concerned that after school sports and activities and homework would all be crammed into the latter part of the 
day 

I have taught in an elementary school in another state which started at 7:30 and ended at 2:20. I really liked that 
schedule. 

Research can always be found to support whatever thesis you want. If it is your desire to graduate "college & career 
ready" young men and women this proposal does not support it. The real world still operates on varying schedules. 
College and career ready people can function on whatever schedule is demanded of them. I raised two children (in the 
cda schools), and they had/have no trouble getting to work in the mornings (7am & 8:30am). It is their responsibility to go 
to bed at a sufficient time to allow them to function the next day. I am a small business owner. As part of the condition of 
employment, I expect my employees to report to work on time (7am), every day, ready to do their job. It is not my 
concern if research says they would function better at a later time. I will find someone who can function when I need 
them to. In conclusion, I think this is a short-sighted solution to a perceived problem that further releases young adults 
from being responsible for themselves. 

i think middle school/elementary school should start earlier because: students sometimes have to drive their younger 
siblings, and students can’t drive themselves when they’re younger so it would be easier on parents if it started earlier for 



the younger schools than for the high school 

I don't think it is a good idea. I think the children shouldn't be given so much homework that they have to stay up late to 
finish it and children and parents should be more responsible about screen time so these children will get more sleep and 
better sleep by not having their screens in their faces 24/7. I also don't think it is a good idea as some of the elementary 
kids will be waiting for the buses when it is dark outside or walking. 

what makes you think they won't just stay up even later? 9 am will be the new 7, 1:00 am the new midnight 

This seems it should be a priority 

On Mondays (CHS), students normally go to school at 8:30. It may not seem like much but that extra hour honestly 
makes a huge difference waking up. 

Thank you for at least investigating this issue. I'm an educator in another school district and see first hand the negative 
affects of earlier and earlier start times. 

The research is so strong, it's wrong not to do what we know is best. 

Keep late start Mondays 

DON"T DO IT!!!!! 

Although I believe it would be better for teens, I do not believe it would be better to star earlier for elementary. These 
students come to school tired and have a hard time getting going in the morning as it is. If start times could be changed 
for high school and left alone for elementary, I would be all for it. 

Terrible idea would ruin how the day goes and would ruin time after school 

same as above 

While I understand the research behind students needing more sleep the impact on the greater community should be 
considered. Often parents and/or single parents rely on older siblings for child care. There is a significant wait list for 
School Plus and a shortage of quality daycares in our area. I also worry about extra curricular activities starting and 
ending later after school. 

I was a high school teacher and have three kids in all levels in the school district and the early start times for high school 
has a big effect on my son and in our home in the mornings. My son and his friends get stressed about the mornings and 
don’t eat right and are always late and not focused in first period. My oldest has been in school with 8 and 830 start times 
and both options were so much healthier for him. The start to a day is so important and the teens struggle as it is without 
the rush in the mornings. We all know they like to stay up late or have sports that keep them up. 

I think its a good idea for secondary students. I don't think earlier start times for elementary is a good idea. 

I understand the benefits of adjusting school times, but I think it would create more problems and unhappy students and 
families than leaving it the way it is. 

I strongly believe that elementary students should begin earlier. Childcare is hard to come by and very expensive. Being 
able to get them to school earlier would be great. For all guardians of little ones. They are awake earlier and go to bed 
earlier. 

If think your questions for this survey are bias. At the beginning of the survey you only gave information about research 
that states why teenagers and older kids need to sleep more and go to school later. You needed to include all of the 
information to parents and include everything that would impact students K-12 in our town. For example- Child care 
issues for little ones before and after school, early to bus stops in the dark, high school kids not able to get to sport 
activities on time or have to leave school early, high school kids not able to work as many hours after school. 

NA 

earlier start times are best for students, have your children go to bed at a set earlier time, children from years ago 
survived and learned how to grow up to be adults that can be on time for a work schedule. As an owner of a company we 
have older employees that show up for work and do a great job, then we have younger employees, most of which feel 
that they are entitled. Their work performance is terrible, they often leave when they think that the work is to hard, they 
don't understand why they should have to put in a full day of work. We do have the exception to the rule that those 



younger employees that were raise with standards, set bed times, family rules and family time that did not include hours 
of computer time are our better works. Shut off the computers by 7 pm, have some family time, get to bed at an earlier 
time, eat as a family will help to change this generation. 

I believe kids will just stay up later if they get to start later in the morning. You are doing our future generation a 
disservice for adult life and responsibilities. Most jobs start early morning and if they can't learn to cope they won't adjust 
and make it. 

How serious is the school board about changing school times 

It is already dark outside by 4pm. If you make school get out at 3:30 or later students will have no daylight time. We 
already spend all our time in rooms with no windows and get no sunlight as it is. 

I really want it to change. 

wish it wasn’t until 3 

We should not get in the way of kids outside of school activities just for better test scores. Kids are going to stay up later 
if they go to school later so it does nothing but hurt us 

dont change them its dumb we should be able to to keep the times the same cause it messes up our sleep schedule 

Change takes time to get used to, especially a change like this. Doing so will create an upset mob of parents and 
students who are unable to flex their schedule according to the schools needs. Personal life comes first, always. 

I'd be happy if school even started 30 minutes later. 

It would help with high schools who have a job and dont get home until 11 or 12. 

Younger kids still need a later start time because their brains are still developing. 

It would be hard if you got off of school before siblings if you pick them up 

It should stay the way it is 

I would learn easier 

i think we shouldn't be required 6 hours a day 

I don’t want this to happen because it would affect my day to day time and school would take up my whole life if it went 
that late in the day. it would also affect my work schedule since I start at 4 on weekdays 

I don’t like the idea of pushing back to school any more than 20 minutes because I don’t want to waste the day 

it's a really good idea because it would make a lot of students lives easier 

If you change the school start time to be later then the high school kids will just stay up later and still get the same 
amount of sleep, which would only effect when school starts, not how much sleep they get. They will get the same 
amount of sleep as they do now, but may be even more tired because they will stay up later than they already do. Also 
jobs would be affected because if a kid does a sport or club then that wouldn't get out until 5 at the earliest. Then for kids 
who need a job still have to go to work and do all their homework which just forces them to stay up later resulting in the 
late start producing the same amount of sleep, if not less. As a teenager myself, I would stay up later if school started 
later. People justify going to sleep by finishing their work and also time. Some kids force themselves to sleep because 
they see the time and that they need sleep. If you do a later start, then you are just pushing the line that they judge to a 
later point in the night. 

I feel it should stay the same. 

For Dual enrollment students changing the time that school starts and periods end it would make going to the college 
harder. Everything works right now so I don’t see why we need to change it. 

I think that later start times could benefit everyone. Some kids may think they can stay up later, but I think after a week or 
two, kids will adjust and take advantage of the later time for an hour of sleep. 

It needs to be done, students need more sleep. 

If it ends up being later students will have less free time/daylight after school to spend with their friends and family. 



It is proven that younger children work better earlier. 

It might make things harder when picking up or dropping off students harder on parents. 

i believe its a good idea 

We need to look and understand everybody's situation 

we should keep the highs hook times the same 

Just starting a little later will help student athletes, students in honors and ap classes, and working students. please do it, 
their mental health is on the line 

I think it's a great Idea for kids, like me, with zero hour classes and busy afternoons, but I can see it being a problem for 
elementary students who have parents that couldn't pick them up after school, or for some middle schoolers who don't 
have parents to drop them off. A solution could be expanding the bus route, but that's just my 10 cents 

The time frame between the start and end are too hard on teenagers. Yes sleep is good but you can’t change our life 
schedule like jobs or for those like me dual enrolled students school schedule because of it. Students need just as much 
time outside of school as they do sleep. I like the idea of changing the times but it will do nothing if the kids have no 
motivation to go in general especially if their there till late in the after noon. 

This would benefit lots of people in a variety of ways. 

I do not think that it is feasible to change the schedule in order to get more sleep, if you need more sleep then you should 
go to bed earlier. 

I would enjoy some more sleep. 

It is really hard to work the later school gets out especially if you are in an extracurricular activity 

Keep the same end times. 

please don't change I will lose my job 

Changing school start time isn't the problem it's phones before bed. Kids need to he more responsible about managing 
their time. Even if we changed the time people will still be late. 

I feel as though regardless of how late you start school kids are going to stay up later and later. You can't help those who 
don't accept it your just giving them an excuse to stay up later 

It needs to happen 

Secondary school students have a heavier load of schoolwork and more advanced learning. Because of this, we need 
more sleep to support this lifestyle. 

I think it's a good thing. The only thing I'm scared about is, again, the effects it would have on my other activities. 

It would not have any positive effects. Students would just stay up even later than they already do because they don’t 
have to get up as early. Many students have jobs and would be completely screwed over by a schedule change. 

I think it's a really good idea, for all the reason already stated. I fully support the idea. 

PLEASE DO IT. I've had to write two essays now where I chose this topic and I thank you for letting the students give 
input and providing them with evidence. Even if this is not implemented by the time I complete high school I am glad 
you're doing something 

For starters, there is talk about having a bell schedule change for both schools (Chs and Lchs) one option that may be 
beneficial for this change would be putting them both on something similar to a block schedule. If you adjusted the hour 
and 30 minutes in each class so that they were between an hour and 30 minutes to 1 hour so that students still have time 
to learn and do work but not long enough to where they don't know what to do with there time in class. Not only would it 
be more productive, it would also still give them a chance to adjust if there school wasn't in a block schedule. Also for 
athletics program, it is said that they would be stuck at school until 9, which isn't only false, but it would also be incredible 
difficult for students to stay attentive in school. One solution for this would be to let them out 10-15 minutes early so that 
they still have time to practice but wont be in school for too long. 



That it should stay the same because some people want there older child to watch the younger student and cant if they 
go to school at 6:00. 

Changing times so school starts later won't prepare us for the real world, where we have to get up early for college and 
jobs. 

Why change something thats not even broke. The school is perfect how t is i havent heard any children complain about 
it. and if they dont like it they can switch to anougher school. i made an article about this and it was published to the 
newspaper. 

If end times get pushed back you are taking away the jobs of hundred's of kids who's families depend on that extra 
income, who's college futures depend on those savings, and who are expected by their parents to support themselves. 
You're pushing sports and extracurriculars further into the afternoon, further into the night, and by doing so, also pushing 
back the four hour chunk of homework further into the night. It's natural for our bodies to wake up with the sunrise, so 
even with later start times, we'd just be jacking up our natural circadian rhythm and messing with our sleep schedules 
anyway while also pulling all-nighters to complete daily chores and homework we couldn't fit into normal hours of the day. 

I hope the time make homework time easy. 

Glad you're looking into the science. Our brains tend not to be ready until a certain time. Plus, lack of sleep can 
extenuate many mental conditions to a breaking point. Even make people more cranky and I'm sure we don't need 
crankier teenagers. 

Make it later please I beg you 

If you push back start times, kids are just going to stay up later. 

My managers at work definitely wouldn't mind if all my shifts started 1 hour later, I work in food service. 

As a sophomore, I would appreciate keeping start and end times the same while I finish out high school. 

Elementary kids wake up really early and have lots of energy, at least make theirs earlier. 

Thanks for taking so long to address it 

i dont need it 

Early not later 

Even if we get more sleep it will still affect how much free time we have after working all day in school 

I sleep through a couple classes a week uncontrollably. If we could start later then I would be able to focus better and 
function well 

Us teen never get sleep, most people ages 13-18 don’t sleep till 2 am 

This would be he's for those who work and other things 2:30 is pretty late in the day if we moved it back I would consider 
homeschool 

Senior year REALLY 

please change the times 

Don’t change it. Students need to learn how to manage their sleep schedule. It forces us to wake up early and start our 
day early, so we can have a longer day. I don’t want to waste my whole day at school. I’d rather be forced to wake up 
early and get school over with. 

Mainly just practice end times 

i dont want to leave school at like 4pm. that takes up all my time for sports, homework, and hobbies. 

Since im a senior will the effect me or the people next year? 

I think that we shouldn't get out of school later in the day cause it would mess up so man students schedules and stuff 
outside of school. 

I would like it then I could get a little more sleep and actually feel ready to go to my first period class that starts before the 
sun even gets up in the winter. 



I would like to get out of school no later than 3:15 

With going to NIC my classes start at 10:30 and that has helped me get more rest and focus more in my classes. I can’t 
imagine going back to lake city full time and having to start school at 7:40, my brain would not be functioning. 

I do not wish for school times to be changed, it would affect so many afterschool activities 

I believe it won’t affect the amount of sleep teens are getting because if you are pushing out the time school ends it also 
pushes out after school activities and any extra sports they are doing so we aren’t really getting more sleep. And 
students will just stay up later without getting more sleep. 

It better not change the block schedule. 

Start later please. 

If we made it later, everything would go the extra hour later into the day and delay sleep by an hour. Teen will use the 
excuse of later school to go to sleep later. 

We support what is best for the students. 

if the people at the turn of the century were known as the greatest generation, my generation might be known as the 
worst. If anyone in my generation supports this, it will confirm my suspicion. I believe that School should not be moved 
back an hour for these reasons. School is supposed to prepare for the real world, pushing back school because of 
someone's "sleep schedule" is absolutely preposterous; I have woken up daily to attend zero hour classes. people 
whining about being tired need to grow a pair and pick themselves up by their boot straps. This is not how we make good 
people, it will make irritable, poorly adjusted weaklings. As Benjamin Franklin once said: early to bed and early to rise, 
makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise. In conclusion, we don't need a schedule change. 

Later start times would significantly improve school performances. 

Starting and ending later will interfere with several activities and homework time. Altogether, it wouldn’t be better. 

Amazing and positively impactful idea!! I wish we got this changed while I was still in high school. 

I believe that if the start time was later, kids would just stay up later making the change pointless and complicating a lot 
of other kids schedules 

If growing teens get over 6 hours of sleep it can leave them feeling just as tired as if they didn’t sleep at all. Not to 
mention that if school ends later, it pushes working students’ work schedules back and they end up getting home much 
later which leaves them going to bed later 

Although it would be nice to be able to sleep in later, personally I find the greater advantage in getting out earlier. So, 
although starting late would be nice I think we still need to start school at around the same time we do now. 

Thank you for acknowledging the need for a time change. 

Don't think they should change, effects after school life such as work and chores 

I have trouble waking up in the mornings to work out, and if school was pushed back I could workout at a later time 

keep it because it'll affect people's schedule If you'll change it 

I like the idea as long as it isn’t too much of a change for the highschool because we like our schedules and changing the 
elementary school schedule would help too 

I am very grateful that my school district is considering changing the school start time. 

I think that its a good idea to change the start time because people will get more sleep and be more productive. 

I think the times right now are good as they are, if kids are too tired to attend school then that's on them; but I also 
understand that sports and homework can have an effect on sleep which is understandable 



Education is important and our ability to efficiently learn in school is a necessity. However, changing the times that school 
takes place is not the answer to this problem, because it just creates more problems. I work at 3pm after work and I get 
out of school at 2:30. I only make it their when I change in my car and leave straight from school to go to work. I need my 
job to support my animals. I have livestock in post falls that I am responsible for taking car of. On the school days I don’t 
work, I drive up there to take feed and water them. When I can’t, I obviously have family who takes care of them for me. 
But I can’t take advantage of that. After work or taking care of my animals I typically get home around 7 or 8. That gives 
me an hour or so, before I get tired and go to sleep. 
 
I have a 504 plan that allows me a study strategies class. However, I know that I am not the only one with a busy 
schedule outside of school, and not everyone has that privilege of more time in their schedule to do school work. 
 
Starting school later will probably just make me and people with a similar schedule to mine get to bed at a later time. As 
the video said, we are hardwired to burn the midnight oil. Well still burn the midnight oil, we’ll just be starting that work 
later in the night. 
 
Most people may not want this change for the sake of not liking change. I’m hear speaking for those who don’t want this 
change because it will change their whole schedule. Education is important, but it shouldn’t currently be our whole life. In 
fact most adults worry about teens and children that don’t have a social life. 

getting up early prepares young adults for the real world and a job one day. 

please:( 

I almost never get enough sleep, and even with just an extra hour to sleep in I think my grades could improve, or at least 
my class focus. 

There seem to be some benefits but there could also be some downsides to it. 

I think that we should maybe move back start and end times 15 minutes later. I work and am also actively involved in 
sports. I golf during the spring for high school but also do it on my own time. Needing to be outside to practice in daylight 
is very key. Practice gets hard once the sun goes down. Once it goes down the golf courses close which will impact the 
high/ middle school students who are wanting to practice and get better. 

You are still going to stay up late no matter what you do. 

I need sleep, but I also want to be able to see the sun on occasion. 

I am indifferent about it but I also know that most students are for later starts the later ends would be hard for people who 
work, so I get this difficult decision 

I say we should do it. 

i think this is stupid the reason most kids our age don't get enough sleep is because we are on our phone late at night 
and its our responsibility to go to bed early enough to get a well nights rest 

THIS WILL IMPROVE TEST SCORES THIS IS THE SMART IDEA YOUR DISTRICT NEEDS 

I would love if school started later, because i would get more sleep, but then school would get out later and cut into our 
after school things we would want to do. 

I'd rather not change the times because, after school I like to go outside and hang out with friends. If we got out later I 
wouldn't have time to do everything I do after school, so I would be up later this, still not getting enough sleep 

I wish the school time could change this year I’d love to be able to get more sleep 

It should happen 

I think we should do it earlier so we can do after school things like homework and stress relief 

I know personally on Mondays that I perform and feel much better because the day starts at 8:35. 

If this works, this should be efficient towards learning. 

I would like them to change to be just a little bit latee 



I understand the study relating to changing hormones and melatonin levels and all that. However, the burden of ensuring 
our kids get adequate sleep falls on us parents not the school district. Also, are we not preparing our teenagers to be 
young adults? Their employers aren't going to adjust their start times based on their sleep schedule, so guiding, directing 
and staying disciplined on ways we can help them manage their sleep is more valuable to me than changing the school 
start times. 

I feel like if times changed students would just stay up later because they can. Although I know people are thinking about 
changing the times to later to benefit students and help them get more sleep, I know that if it was pushed back students 
would just think they could stay up later. Although I think pushing it back a little may benefit in the matter that by starting 
later our brains will actually be ready to function. But I also know that so many students are involved in extracurricular 
activities, not just sports, and that by changing school times they have to figure out when they can have lessons or 
practices. In some cases these groups may change times to before school because there isn’t time after, and that won’t 
help anyone. So although I appreciate that the board is worried about students sleep, I think it needs to be left alone for 
now. Thank you. 

I think that we should start early and end early to give students time to wake up for the day and have more time to work 
on other activities outside of school. 

I feel like it would be likely for students to stay up later because they have extra time to sleep which would lead to the 
same amount of sleep. It would also be harder to end later and get all homework and extracurricular activities done. 

It would be more difficult for my family for elementary to end earlier, but I still support the change for the good of the older 
kids who need their sleep 

I think it’s a good idea, but it shouldn’t be too late because the time used after school for activities is important to most 
people 

It's about time we're doing this. 

i am a high school soccer and track athlete that takes many honors/ap classes, woth homework and sports, it pushes the 
time i get to sleep back quite a bit, so changing the start and end time to later would just push the time i get to sleep later. 
another problem is that i play club soccer over in spokane, and pushing the school day back later would make it 
impossible for me (and many other out of town athletes) to get to practice. you may say that we should just play on 
teams closer to home, but for me and many others that is quite literally not an option. It would not be fair to make us quit 
something we love and enjoy so much. We have made our life around this schedule, changing it would be unfair to all the 
students. 

Don’t change the time. Getting out of school later impacts sports and extracurricular activities. It gets dark so early 
already. So playing sports in the dark is impossible. Jobs start after school too so starting jobs later would be getting 
home later which means doing homework later into the night. The biggest problem of not getting enough sleep is 
homework. So changing the start time to later won’t change the amount of time high schoolers get to sleep. It will just 
push everything back another hour. I have homework till midnight every night with all the sports and jobs I have, so if 
school starts an hour later, I’ll be doing homework till 1 in the morning and still getting no sleep 

we need to 

I play basketball. Typically my practice is over at 5-5:45. That gives me plenty of time to do my homework, shower, and 
eat dinner with my family. Although I go to sleep late, it is my fault. I still manage. When we have future jobs we will have 
to wake up at a certain time and we can’t complain. So if we move school to get out at 2:45-3:30. I won’t be done with 
practice until 6-6:45. That’s another hour gone in my precious time I have after school. This whole thing will cause a 
domino affect. We will stay up later because we are doing our homework at a later time, and we’d still wake up tired. 
There just isn’t enough time in a day to do this. If anything I suggest less tests, or ways to active students brains in the 
morning. It’s 2020 and we have resources to use in life. Even in our future jobs. Testing by memory does nothing but put 
stress on a kid. When I have basketball practice I work on skills I can use in the game. I have the ability to use the work 
that I put in during the game. So we do classwork, and we take notes, those are our resources. However, when test day 
comes we have to use our memory. So what was all that work for if we can’t even use it. Points? So we can try to 
manage an A grade average? If tests were given with a study guide that the student completed then that’s shows they 
put time into processing the material in their brain. There are so many things we can do. Maybe a nap break. Power nap 
time. Think outside the box. Kids enjoy the time they have after school when it’s light out. People would be more 



depressed if they go to school when it’s dark and leave when it’s dark. Maybe add some windows in schools. Have 
lunches outside for more vitamin D. I think we are just looking at the big picture and not the hidden messages behind it. I 
think this schedule change would ruin people’s everyday routines and make kids more stressed. Thank you for taking 
time to read my response and consider the points I stated. 

Later start and end times are going to make people with after school activities stay up even later to do their homework. 

I don’t have any 

It would be nice if it started a little later, but not enough to interfere with practice, games, and study time. 

Something that needs to be taken into consideration is KTEC students, and how this could affect their schedule (due to 
busing and such things). 

I think we should start a little later just so we all have extra time to get our stuff together more effectively 

I disagree with starting an hour later because it gives students less after school time which we need for homework and 
extracurriculars. Especially for honors and AP classes which has more homework. 

I believe we shouldn’t change it. As a student athlete getting out of school any time after 3 means a later practice. And 
this to me means getting home later and not going to bed till later then I would how I am now. I believe us students 
wouldn’t get more sleep we would just stay up longer and still get the same amount of sleep we get how school starts 
now. I believe this is a bad idea and this should not change 

In my experience, when I know that I get to wake up later, I go to sleep later as well. This results in me getting the same 
amount of sleep as I regularly would or most times even less. 

I do think the times should stay how they are now. If you think about the extra curricular activities, they often go for hours 
afterwards. If the times were to be pushed back, kids would be out even later than they already are. Plus pushing the 
time back would lead to kids staying up even later into the night to do homework, it would not fix that problem. Some kids 
do stay up until 1 AM doing homework, pushing back the start and end times of school would make these kids stay up 
until 2 in the morning. Also some not only have extra curricular activities, they also have jobs and chores or other things 
going on in their lives that take time out of their day. I am currently in golf and am hoping to make the team. Our practice 
is supposed to go from 3-5 pm, if the times were pushed back, I would be out until about 6 pm and would still have to get 
my schoolwork done along with chores. If I had homework, I would most likely be up most the night working on it, getting 
less sleep than I already do. This would be the same for others. The times are perfectly fine where they are now, 
changing them wouldn't solve the problem, it would hurt the time they all have to do their activities and other things. 

I think it will be useless to start at a later time and end at a later time. Students will just stay up longer and wouldn’t have 
as much time to do homework and other activities. 

I think it could help improve test scores and over all performance as well as students focusing and for sure decrease the 
percent of students that I have witnessed sleeping in class, and decrease the percent of students that sleep in class in 
general. 

I think it’s perfectly fine the way that it is. If we pushed the start time later, then kids would just stay up later since they 
don’t have to wake up as early. Kids are able to get a good amount of sleep every night, some just don’t prioritize it and 
that is not something that is going to change because of start time. If we get out of school later then our sports are going 
to have to go later after school and by the time we get home there’s hardly going to any time to eat dinner and do our 
homework. People need to make personal adjustments if they are having trouble getting enough sleep because it is 
perfectly capable and that is coming from me who is a straight A student and an athlete. I manage to get plenty of sleep 
every night and get all of my stuff done, so I think the times are perfect the way that they are. 

It’s not a good idea because I do not want to attend sports or a job if I get out of school late. 

I feel like we need to change school start and end times for more sleep. 

More sleep = better 

I really think it could benefit everyone and would make many, including me, more motivated to go to school and learn. I 
feel that it would increase peoples’ grades and would make the overall attitude in the school better. 



I don’t think this benefits us at all. Where was the box to check school and club sport? Umm yea i do both at the same 
time of the year and yes it is hard to manage but it will be even worse if my 
practices finish at 10pm at night instead of 9pm. This will only make me go to bed an hour later and get up an hour later. 
Being an honors student and athlete is hard but I have managed to get all A’s throughout high school and changing the 
schedule is only going to hurt my grades. 

As long as elementary gets out AT LEAST 1 hour after us, i'm fine with it 

With the research provided and background knowledge of the topic, I believe the entire student populations of Lake City 
and Couer d'Alene high schools would benefit greatly from a later start time. 

This is just my idea and opinion, but if we had certain days where we had a later start I feel like we would enjoy it more. 
For example: Monday,Wednesday, Friday could be days when school starts at 8:15 am and Tuesday, Thursday are days 
when school starts at 7:45 am. So we have certain days to look forward to. Instead of having all school days a later start, 
this could backfire and just allow students to stay up longer thinking they have more time bc of a late start. So in having 
certain days where we have a late start it will actually feel like we’re getting a bit more rest. Sorry if this is hard to read, 
I’m not to good at explaining. 

It benefits a lot of kids sleep, along with mental state. There are nights were I am up till 1-2 am on school work that I had 
been working on since getting out of school, getting a little more time in the morning doesn’t make it hard to get out of 
bed it makes it for an easier adjustment for students and makes them more productive during the school day. 

For our activities, middle and high school would need to end by 3:30 p.m. in order to get to these opportunities on time. 

Just go to sleep earlier 

I think it would be beneficial for most students. 

leave it be 

I feel that even if we did move the school schedule back an hour, it would not affect the majority of our sleep schedules. 
Personally, if I knew that I had an extra hour to sleep in, I would most likely stay up an extra hour. The more we delay our 
start times for school the less useful this be later on in life when we have to stick to a more strict schedule. 

I think it should be changed. 

Shorten the school day, less stress 

I feel like if you make school start later, kids will just stay up later. They will also get out later so this will cause them to 
stay up to do homework and other things. 

This is extremely important to change. As a student, I feel like I have little to no say in anything that happens and I hope 
that you will listen to us. It's more important that this changes than any disturbance it may cause in scheduling. I need the 
sleep and my friends do too. 

I personally have done research and think that it is very important to change the starting time of secondary schools. 
Elementary schools are okay as they are, but teenagers need more sleep than they are currently getting. 

for the high schools maybe make the schedules more flexible!! this could mean offer 0 hour and 8 hour and then at the 
beginning of the year or even at each semester students could choose if they’d rather attend school starting at 0 hour at 
7am through whatever period would end at 2pm. or they could do a later class period option at 8am to 3pm and end with 
the 8hour instead (times might fluctuate) but i think the two option would be beneficial for all of the students depending 
on their lives, sports, and work schedules! 

It’s a AWESOME idea! 

Teens that I know would also love to have later start times because they also have jobs to save up for things for family 
and for themselves 

I think this would greatly improve students’ academic performances and our health. Also, this will impact my motivation to 
go to school in the first place. Even though this might complicate some people’s schedules, sleep should be our #1 
priority. 



If elementary school starts earlier, how are you going to avoid these young kids standing out in the dark while they wait 
for the morning bus during the time change? It’s scary enough for the older kids at this time. 

The time in school, from what this sounds like, stays the same. 

I want to get out of school at 2:30 instead of 3:30 

People will just stay up later-let us get out at 2:30 

Shorter class periods combined with better, more inclusive and personalized teaching along with the change in start 
times would be the most beneficial for students k-12 

I think that if we were to change the school start and end times we should make sure that elementary, middle, and high 
school all get out around similar times, with high schoolers getting out first. I know a lot of people that pick up their 
younger siblings, so doing this would be very helpful. Also, I think that they should all be within like 30 minutes of each 
other, like high school, then 15 minutes later middle school, then 15 minutes later elementary school. This would also 
make drop off much easier too before school. 

 
There are kids that are participating in school sports and club sports that barely have time to eat in between practices as 
it is, and get their homework done. What will happen if you move all of the practices back? 

Some sports/activities happen in the early hours of school and having a later start would provide some kids with not 
having to take online classes to make up for credits they don’t get because they must lose a class to fit their schedules 
together. 

I feel it is pointless to change the times because they are fine. These times are training us and if anything school should 
start earlier and end earlier. Jobs in the future may have us get up earlier than we do to get to school, in the military they 
are forced to go to sleep at a certain and forced to get up early at a certain time. So I’m conclusion it is pointless to 
change school times because we are all capable ass human beings who can get up and get ourselves to school. 

I personally am not very fond of the idea.I don’t think changing school start times would change teen sleep patterns. If 
teens started later (and ended later), many would end up doing their homework or activities later. It would really negate 
any potential effect that later school start times would bring. 

i think it is unfair for us getting out of school later because it could affect our outside lives. Or i believe we should still 
have late start and be able to end at the same time as we do on a normal day. 

We should just shorten the whole school day in general and possibly have Friday’s off 

We should just shorten the whole school day in general and possibly have Friday’s off 

keep them the same 

I the district decided to change the times I believe we truly would not be gaining anymore sleep. From talking with my 
fellow classmates on Sundays we usually stay up about an hour later than normal because we know we start school an 
hour later. If the start time were to be changed we would tend to go to bed later knowing we have more time to sleep in in 
the morning so it would not benefit out sleep 

As a student, I believe that starting middle and high schools at a later time will allow students to sleep longer and feel 
better during the day. This will also allow us to be more attentive during the day and take our learning time more 
seriously. 

I'm not sure a later start time is the ultimate answer if we are going to support after school activities, which to me, is a 
vital part of this time in life (I have teenagers). If you are going to switch to a later start time I almost feel they still need to 
get out at the same time but maybe extend the school year to be able to teach all the curriculum. I'm not sure that's fair to 
teachers and the remainder of staff. They need the break they get for various reasons. Maybe lessen requirements so 
that doesn't need to happen? I have no definitive solution. Despite all the research, this also prepares them for the reality 
of life. We all have to get up and get to work in the morning. 

Getting out of school so late could be negative especially in the winter time when there’s not much daylight hours. 



I think it would be a pretty good idea to take around a 10 minute passing period in high school (this also leading to 5 
minutes off each class) for students to get more of a "mind break" between each period. This would also help kids get 
more organized between each class, being able to actually use their lockers and socialize with friends to relieve some 
stress they may have. 

Having students come to school later would make morning driving much safer and students moods would be better. 

Although it would be nice to have later start time, students may decide to stay up later instead of actually going to sleep, 
hence, not exactly solving the problem. 

It will definitely help 

This is something that every parent knows from day 1 and it's about time some real change is taking place! 

7:30 is an ungodly hour and a lot students don't go to sleep until 11-12 at night because of homework. 

I think It would be great if we had late start everyday, but It will always interfere with someone else’s things like sports, 
family, friends, etc. And most people won’t have a ride or something to school besides the bus, so even though it would 
be good for us it’s still bad for us in the end. 

This is ridiculous. 

Athletes would suffer cause the pain of starting later makes practice go late a homework would have to be done later or 
not done. 

my job starts at 4pm and if i get out of school any later than we are now i’m not sure how that would effect my job 

I'm upset that this will go into effect now instead of having this conversation years ago, however I am exited that it is 
going into momentum now. It feels like district boards are finally listening to us. 

I honestly think it would mess with most people’s schedules a lot more than needed, I honestly don’t find it necessary at 
this point in time because these have been there for a long time why change it now? 

As teens we need more sleep for us to be healthy and at this moment I can’t sleep in and rest from a busy day. 

I feel all students should attend at the same time 

I disagree because it would mess with a lot of peoples lives out side of school. 

I don't want to change the start and end times because i like to get out of school early and i might affect bus schedules. 

I think that the benefits outweigh the negatives from it 

If school started later then they would fall asleep later in turn getting just the same amount of sleep as they did before. 
Now you have students still with a lack of sleep and now can’t work or do school sports because they end later. I don’t 
think this is a good use of your time trying to change start tome when there are other issues that can effect a student in 
more of a way than this. 

i believe that students will get better grades if we start later because they have an opportunity to get more sleep. 
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Just please don’t, it’ll make our lives harder than you think. 

I don't think it'll do much. Students will just stay up that hour or so later and it wouldn't change a thing. 

I definitely think that switching to a later school start would be beneficial to students. 

Selfishly, changing the start times would be difficult for me personally. I work at an elementary school, but still need to 
drop my pre-school aged children off at day care at 7:30 to make it to school in time for before school meetings. I can't 
imagine dropping them off at 6:30. I also imagine it will be difficult to find someone who is open at 6:30. But, high school 
teachers do it now, so I would make it work somehow. 

Current start and end time is good. 



I like the idea of getting to school at a later time but it would affect sports and after school activities so I feel as we should 
make it a bit later but not by hours and hours on end 

Personally, I like the current school times, and some people have a lot of trouble changing sleeping patterns. So a time 
change wouldn't be very beneficial short term, but probably would be looking for long term results. 

Current start and end times are OK! 

I do not believe that changing the school start times would help teenagers get more sleep. We would go to bed later and 
get the same amount of sleep. Sports would also be messed up and I do not think it would be a good idea to change 
start times. 

DONT CHANGE THEM PLEASE 

I say keep it the same 

just don't 

Our society is changing due to technology. The start times have been the same for generations. The only thing changing 
is the technology. Cell phones, online gaming, social media, and streaming/binge watching is what's causing the "student 
fatigue." Just ask them! Students will do what they do, when they do it up until the time they can't. So changing the 
school start time will only change the times they use the technology, not so they can get more sleep! If a student is told 
an assignment is due in in 3 days, or a quiz will be given in 3 days, or they need to turn in a permission slip in 3 
days...they will wait until the night before...It doesn't matter, it's human nature. 

I really like our school time right now. I feel like i wouldn't like getting out of school later and if kids need to get more 
sleep, thats on them. I also like the time because it helps with sports and practices so we are still getting out at a decent 
time to finish school work. 

I would not like to change the times to end later because i wouldn't want school sports practices to be held in the morning 
before school. 

I think that it would not be any better because we would just go to bed later and get the same amount of sleep. I also 
think that for sports it wouldn't be helpful at all because we would probably have more practices in the morning and end 
up getting less sleep. Also after school practices would go later and I would be hungry and have less time to do 
schoolwork. Waking up early helps us to learn to be responsible for the future. 

I would rather keep the times we have now than start school at a later time. 

the times dont need to change. Students have been getting the same grades since the 90's and thats a proven fact. If it 
aint broke dont fix it. 

If you change the start time to a later time, the end time moves back too which leaves less time for students to do their 
homework and do their extracurricular activities. Students will stay up later doing homework so really they will still be 
getting the same amount of sleep. Since the day starts earlier right now, we have more time to get things done after 
school, which means if we wanted to, most of us could go to bed earlier than we currently are. We just need to put in the 
effort. 

kids still wont get sleep, its not the schools fault. Unfortunately, kids stay up until 12 partying, being on their phones, or 
engaging in illegal activities. 

I know that if we change the starting times for school, Test scores, absences, and our ability to focus in class will 
improve. 

Simply changing the start time and keeping the exact same schedule will not really change anything. Kids will simply stay 
up even later and the problem will remain. 

I dont get why its a problem 

I feel it would make it difficult on student athlete's because the practices would take up the middle of the day and cut into 
their work schedule and/or ability to finish their homework 

that it should happen 

PLzz do it i dont get enough sleep 



I think it is a good idea. It also opens up the opportunity to coach at the middle and high school levels when currently I 
am unable to do so because of my schedule. 

It really depends. I have no comments 

Changing the start and end times of school, will affect in a bad way if we are starting later and ending later. I have sports 
after school and a job I have to get to by 3 pm so changing that and getting out later, would affect me. If anything, we 
need to start earlier and end earlier. 

I feel that this is unnecessary to change the start times because parents would have to change their work schedules, 
teens have to change their work schedules, the bus traffic would be hard to figure out, and many other factors play a 
major part 

this is something that is taking away from are learning experiences just by asking so stop, we are good with our times. 

Don't change them. 

I feel that if you have a test to take 1st period and you are well rested and awake you will do much better on the test. 

it would help kids learn more with more energy 

this will much it so much worse 

I feel like I need extra time to make sure I’m awake in the morning it would be helpful also during the winter. But the 
sports issue with going later would not be desirable. Though it would not affect me that much, for example sometimes we 
have basketball at 5 and it does not affect me. 

I think changing the start/end time is unnecessary. Starting school later will greatly change students lives more 
negatively. Extra clubs and sports would be almost impossible and having a job would make everything much more 
stressful. The times do NOT need to change 

Starting later would mean baseball would go past 5 which is already late enough 

We should start school later. It will definitely help 

If older grade times are moved up then so should the younger ones. 

i believe elementary schoolers would have an easier time getting up than highschoolers but not by very much 

I think it's a great idea to start later! 

If you change the school start times, then kids will stay up later. TRUST ME 

I believe is is a good idea. 

I think it would be a good idea 

keep it the same as it is now if possible 

I really want change to happen 

yes plz do it 

If we are concerned about our high schoolers sleep schedules, I believe we will revisit in a couple of years because of 
the lack of sleep our elementary school students will be receiving. 

its beneficial to allow students the ability to have an outside life after schools hours. Hence, the need to have early start 
times in order to ensure students the ability to work, play sports, and have fun! I've moved around to a lot of schools; 
each having different start times, and personally I have found getting up 10 extra minutes earlier to go to school which 
lets me out potentially 30 mins earlier is less stressful to get to work and the ability to have more time in the evenings 
where you get free time to relax! 

YESSS DO ITTT PLEASEEE 

I'm against it because if we where to change our time every thing would be all confusing. yes i do agree we all can use 
more sleep but its the students own responsibility to get sleep .yes we can accommodate students needs but i strongly 
disagree with the idea to make school start later in the day . i want you to try and look at it though the children's point of 
vue if we keep making school start later it mite be harder for kids to get up earlyer because they will be so used to 



waking up late so please recansider changing the time 

I do not like the idea of starting school times later, but I really dont 

It’s dumb 

I like the time that we start and get out of school now 

Can we possibly change the school times? 

If the time got pushed back to an hour after school, it would give me less time to do sports and homework, keeping me 
up later, which leads to going to bed later. So, I still wouldn't get enough sleep 

i BO not wont to caging school 

start later 

Can we not please. 

I would rather get out earlier than later. After school, I would have the chance to get to homework sooner and not have to 
stay up so late doing it. I could go to sleep earlier and if need be, have the opportunity to take a nap. 

Why not have all schools have same times regardless of grade level 

No matter how late or early we start school kids are always gonna stay up late. It doesn’t matter if you take their 
electronics away or turn the lights off, if kids aren’t tired they aren’t gonna go to bed. I know for sure that if I started 
school later i’d go to bed later. 

Don’t change it 

don’t change anything and keep it the same; changing times will make no difference 

Please change it 

I think moving the school day back would have a negative effect on our ability to participate in things after school 

I hope the school board decides to extend the starting time for high schoolers because wakeing up at 7 every day is very 
hard for me 

The sun going down so fast here is too much of a problem for sports I think 

It should 100% happen because Monday mornings are much easier to wake up when i have to be at the school by 8:30 
and I'm way more energized 

changing it is essential to make sure that the students in your school district survive and graduate happily 

Although the research from medical experts proves that teens need more sleep, changing school times would not entirely 
help that. Most students have a social life outside of school, whether it is sports/extracurricular-associated or not. 
Changing the start and end times would mean yes, possibly they get more sleep, but they may have less time outside of 
school to pursue what they love to do, meaning that school consumes almost their entire day. This plan could also 
backfire and cause teens to go to sleep even later than they currently do, converting back to their usual sleep habits. 
Early start times also prepare them for having a job in the future, because more often than likely, their full-time job will 
start very early in the morning. 

I think it's really positive but It would affect people like athletes,drama, and people with jobs. Concerts would start later. 
School events like fight for the fish would end at 11 

It would be very difficult for students who are involved in sports or have after school jobs 

Needs to happen. 

make it earlier 

i think it should stay the same because of the fact that it teaches kids to get in habit of waking up early for the future 

It might be difficult for sports after school in the fall because it'll get dark soon and only game fields have access to light. 



I know at Lake City High School there are many kids that participate in school sports and club sports, and most of us 
have both practices after school everyday. So if we get out of school at 3:40 pm, then start school practice at 4:00 pm, 
we would get out at 6:00 pm or 6:30 pm, therefore our club practices could possibly go from 8:00 pm-10:00 pm. Once 
you get home and shower, eat, and possibly get some homework done you would be in bed around 11:30 pm. I do not 
see how this would benefit the majority of athletes in the CDA school district. 

I don't think they should change. 

I feel that changing start and end times of children at school, will negatively impact their attitudes and productivity. it will 
also impact parents and caregivers of all ages. Parents with childcare, will have difficulties with childcare schedules and 
work schedules. Older children also having to help take care of younger children as well as having jobs themselves will 
be negatively impacted. Starting later gives children less time at home with families as well as less time to do homework. 
Forcing children to come to school later especially at the high school age, will negatively impact their growth and 
development as it does not prepare them for the real world or entering college when they must be up at an early time. If 
you say that allowing them to go to school later will give them more sleep then that means they are sleeping in and not 
getting up early and learning how to adult as they should. I feel the time change it does not benefit the children or the 
parents. I think it is a selfish act of the school district. Late start Monday was the first in position. It has never been a 
good thing, it’s for teacher collaboration? If you really need collaboration, you can let children out early on a Friday and 
the teachers can stay later for their collaboration. I find it crucial for children to learn responsibility to get up early in the 
morning as they would in adulthood in the real world. Getting up early to go to college or to go to work is a life lesson 
they need to learn and not be coddled to allow them to sleep in. 

If school ended later I wouldn’t have much time to spend with my family and friend after school before having to work 
and/or have to go to bed only a couple hours after getting home. 

i think secondary school times should be the same length as elementary school. 

please make school start later I do better in school on Mondays because of the more sleep. 

I feel like chaning school times later in the day would be a great change and would help with depression in teens 

i think this will be very beneficial and i think its a good idea 

This isnt a good idea. 

Personally, I feel like the first part of the day I do not have the energy to get the work done. I feel like if I had a little more 
sleep it would do wonders for my grades. 

I hope it happens. 

Most kids with siblings need tome away from yonger siblings 

make secondary school 6.5 hours 

Students will still go to bed later and still not get enough sleep. so it is their own fault. 

i want sleep 

do it 

why do we need to if u don't get sleep go to bed earlier 

My two concerns with later times are 1) fitting in homework, sports and other after school activities while still having 
family time and 2) I think teenagers are just going to stay up later and end up getting the same amount of sleep that they 
do now. 

I don't want the middle and elementary schools to be getting out before high schools. 

Older siblings still need to get home and take care of their siblings. 

I really enjoy being able to do more things in the afternoon. I’m not a morning person but it’s worth it 

I honestly think it would mess with most people’s schedules a lot more than needed, I honestly don’t find it necessary at 
this point in time because these have been there for a long time why change it now? 

Elementary schools should start earlier because young kids wake up early and high schoolers sleep in later 



If we had shorter periods that would be ideal because we waste time (Lakes MS) 

I am glad you are investigating and seriously considering this change. I think it is important. 

Please make a later start for secondary students, even just by a half hour 

Boi I need sleep 

I hope our start time does not change, I would get less hours at work and I need those hours to save for college. 

I think that because kids in K-5 go to bed earlier they should have school earlier. It’d be easier for me to get my sister to 
school. 

I do not believe changing the school starts times will be very beneficial. It will negatively impact after school activities 
greatly. Personally, I will be unable to work and sports will become an issue as far as time goes. I will have less time to 
do my homework in the evenings as well and will stay up even later, therefore I will end up getting the same amount of 
sleep. I have talked to many of my friends and classmates and they all said the same thing in regards to sleep, 
homework, and after school activities. 

you should change school start times to start later 

would be good for students mental and physical health. 

I feel like it will have more effects on kids not going to school. Parents work early and for kids who don’t drive and aren’t 
able to take the bus school will be much more difficult to get it. 

Despite the fact that people think teens just want to stay up to look at memes or play video games or whatever, there is 
hard research that depicts the fact that we are potentially just doing that to fill the time that we are kept awake by our 
circadian rhythm being of track, despite the fact that we may be worn out from the day or tired due to homework balance 
compared to school start times. 

People who really want to go to school early should be able to participate in optional before school programs and 
childcare. These programs should be made available for those who choose to participate. 

I feel having a later start time would really help students get better sleep and allow for them to wake up and be attentive 
at school. After all we are not adults with full time jobs yet and our bodies are still developing 

I think kids would like school to start late, but have lots of extracurricular activities outside of school 

I do believe that we should have later start and end times, but for high schoolers, they still have jobs to attend and also 
possible extracurriculars, so there wouldn't be enough time in the day if school ended too late. 

I do believe that the lack of sleep students are getting affects how they work in school, but i think students might just click 
a later time simply because they are teenagers and don’t want to go to school until later. But yes, I think changing the 
school time to later would definitely help teens. 

I believe we technically should start later and end at the same time 

It needs to be earlier so we get out earlier. 

People aren't considering this is going to mess up teens jobs 

Between this, common core, and constantly moving our boundaries, could you just leave our kids alone and let them 
learn please? You're not helping. 

I think it makes no sense to change times it's on students to get t bed on time. 

With a later start time, teens would simply stay up later at night, while staff, teachers, coaches, and administrators are 
inconvenienced to fit the later days into their lifestyles. 

I don't think we should 

If students go to school an hour later, then kids are just going to go to sleep later. 

I would like to see a change 



One frustrating thing is that by having later start times, everything else like piano, sports, etc is pushed back to a later 
time and then everyone is getting into bed later. Why don't we have these student get themselves to bed earlier so then 
they are actually getting enough sleep. So much time is wasted on phones at night and then they are getting less sleep. 

I think this would help with time to do homework or sleep without getting in the way of other things to much. Also if it's 
worked for others schools and they have no major problems then what's stopping us. 

Starting school later is a crutch for those who are irresponsible with their sleeping schedule, they lose focus and hardly 
get sleep because they stay up till 2:00 in the morning on snapchat or instagram... and this doesn't neccessarily mean 
parents need to remove phones, but they need to discipline their irresponsible children 

Change it 

Dont 

I believe students need more sleep and a slightly shorter school day. 

I want it to happen 

I feel that if we had the school times changed it would be worse. First of all, if sleeping can cause better grades and 
make us feel healthier and more awake, then students can simply go to sleep earlier therefore fixing the problem. If the 
school board decides to move school forward a hour, students will see it as a opportunity to stay up even later, which 
wouldn't change anything. If the time would change, extracurricular activities would be all messed up and would need to 
make massive changes in order for students to still participate. A simple solution to this problem would be to inform 
students of good and bad sleeping patterns instead of making everybody change. If certain students don't feel it is 
needed for them to change their sleeping patterns (and it is effecting them negatively) that is their own fault. We can't 
always control others but we can certainly inform them. I also believe that it is a important life lesson to learn that actions 
have consequences weather they are good or bad. Students will eventually have to make their own decisions (like in 
college) of how much sleep they get. If the school board can inform students, then students can form their own sleep 
schedules and form their own opinions. All in all, I feel that the school district doesn't need to cause havoc on the many 
different after school problems and can simply inform students. 

I think just shifting everyone 30 minutes would help a lot in the long run. I understand work schedules but believe 
businesses can be accommodating and should see their employee being more successful. I do not want to see 
Elementary kids starting super early, that makes no sense as they need just as much if not more sleep! 

if we were to change the times it could effect many things like sports and clubs kids do 

Lunch should be longer so we have a longer break time and time to relax. I always feel like as soon as I get relaxed and 
start eating my lunch, the bell rings. I usually end up eating lunch in 6th period. It just feels so short everyday. 

i think elementary and middle schools should start earlier than high schools 

I don’t want to get out of school later 

You will need to do something about after school sports and activities 

I appreciate the school board exploring this change. I also appreciate the amount of community involvement they are 
including in this process 

Whatever is best for the KIDS should be the litmus test used here. NOT what is better or convenient for parents or staff. 
The KIDS are what matters. 

I would not be happy with a new times change 

As convenient as it is to get out early (2:30pm), I think for secondary schools it is important to make sure students are 
getting enough sleep by pushing start times a little bit later. 

I say to keep it the same 



please do not change. Many more negative effects than positive. High school extra-cur. significantly impacted in a 
negative way. Elementary students are also affected by having to start to early. Also 5-10 years olds at bus stop in the 
winter in the dark (no thank you). Also my 5 year old arriving home b4 I am home to parent/supervise is alarming. much 
better for my HS to be home b4 me while being unsupervised.. My older can watch my younger currently. if you change 
its an upside down situation for the entire community. 
 
HS students will now be forced to start their part time jobs later, thus working later and going to bed later. It defeats the 
purpose. The authors of this idea are likely good intention-ed however the unintended consequences significantly 
outweigh this utopia they envision everyone will fall in line with. 

For it 

it would be great because i never get enough sleep, but school ending at 5 would be a problem 

i love getting out of school at 2:30 because i still have time for cheer, family, friends, and myself after school. 

I feel like there would not be as much time for outside of school activities and homework but it is a good idea to provide 
us with more sleep so that we can function better and be ready for the school day. 

You should move it later for grades 6-12 but not much 

It needs to happen 

I still don't understand why pushing back start time for the older kids means the only solution is for the younger kids have 
to start earlier. All the information addresses why it would benefit teens to have school start later, but no answers as to 
how that would impact our younger children. Doesn't seem fair to benefit the older kids only to negatively impact the 
younger children. Education is very important for all ages. I don't see why all school times can't be pushed back. That 
would allow the teens to start later, and also the younger kids. Obviously, not trying to say that the younger kids should 
be getting out of school at 6pm or later. The younger kids have a shorter day also. My husband and my vote would be to 
push back the start times for all the school age children. In a number of countries, the work day isn't from 8am-5pm 
anymore. The work day starts later. It looks like the days in general need to be pushed back in our country in all aspects. 
And just doesn't seem fair to help one age range of kids only to negatively impact another group. Let's help all of our 
younger generation and push back start times for all. Lastly, a typical work day ends at 5pm, so if everyone started later, 
it would also likely mean less care needed after school than before school. Regardless of the ultimate decision, people 
who work from 8-5 for instance, will still need help in the hours that school isn't in session. Also, since many kids do need 
help while parent's are at work, even if school starts later, having them spend that add'l time at school plus doesn't seem 
to help anyone in the aspect of sleep. Granted as kids get older, they can begin to stay home alone. But, until a child is 
old enough to stay at home alone and get their own self to school, any childcare needed in the morning defeats the 
purpose of the later start times. Yes, most high school age children can do this, but still doesn't make sense to negatively 
impact the younger kids just to help the older kids. 

no, i don’t have any 

This wont change the time my child wakes up or goes to bed. They will have to be at school plus at 645 am. Getting out 
warlier wont help since i work and cant pick up until at least 430 pm 

I would be able to get homework done in the morning rather than in the evening. Also I play basketball if I got an extra 
hour then I would able to practice in good daylight. 

why fix things that aren’t broken. the school times are perfectly fine the way they are. the new times will just screw up 
extra curricular activities. i’m trying out for cheer next time and the practices will be so messed up if the times of school 
change. just keep things the way they are. 

I think it would be a great idea, students would get more sleep 

Elementary age kids usually need more assistance from parents to do the morning routine. I feel too early of a start time 
would cause an increase of tardies. 15 to possibly 30 minutes earlier is manageable but an entire hour would cause a 
burden. 

Keep them how they are 



DON'T DO IT!!! Guess what, in the real world, I have to show up to work when the boss wants me too. Doesn't matter 
that I am not a morning person. Doesn't matter if I went to bed late. I still have to show up for the hours I am scheduled. 
Our job,as parents and educators, is to prepare a child for real life. You will be doing the upper grades a disservice by 
changing the times to later. The company you had to analyze the district said students are not prepared to enter the 
workforce when they graduate. Getting to school, and then later, to work, is a life time skill. 

I think it would be a great idea because if the students get a little extra sleep they could be more focused instead of being 
half awake trying to do their work 

We shouldn’t change it 

Its a very good idea, it will improve the performance to students. 

Middle school and high school students have t ok pick up little kids in elementary school sometime and this would make 
it so middle and high schoolers not be able to pick them up. 

Stop making problems worse, it’s already hard enough getting work finished during day light. Changing the times it just 
gonna shift everyone’s schedule by like an hour and make things more complicated 

Opportunity for Dr appointments without missing as much school, opportunity for student to have after school job, 
opportunity for teen to adjust to getting up being responsible like they will have to do for college and work, just around the 
corner 

If the sports programs are in the morning, that would just require us to wake up more early than normal anyways 

I'm good 

1. Depression and Suicide rates could be reduced with more sleep to students & 2. This could be a hardship for single 
parents or those who can’t afford to but transportation to school (I, for example, live too close for a bus route but too far 
to walk or bike in Idaho’s winters) 

I have leisure time after school which led to my opinion of wanting school to start later. I feel like many other students 
also have leisure time after school meaning that moving the end time would not affect much 

I know that constantly getting up this early is really tough on teens because I know that at night I can't go to bed for a 
while, which I understand that that is normal for most teens. It would relieve more stress to know that I have another hour 
just in case I can't fall asleep for a while. 

Students need this. I am dual enrolled and have noticed when my classes don’t start at 7-8 I do much better. After 8 my 
grades are consist higher in those classes. 

I feel that it is a hard topic to get people to agree on. Change is scary to most and it's not something that people are 
willing to change. Especially for those who have been on the same schedule for 5 or 6 years. 

As a student, I appreciate that a later start time for school is even in question. 

I fully support the change of school start times. I have watched first hand as my two teens have struggled to fall asleep at 
night & get up in the morning, despite strict bedtimes and electronics restrictions. I know that my younger child, 
conversely, is distracted & fidgety in the afternoon and more aware and open to learning in the morning. She also has an 
easier time falling asleep and getting up. The science is clear. 

I'm always tired in class and I think the students should have a right to vote. I think that this is a great idea. 

I believe it is a fallacy that the students would get more sleep... that is a 1950's "parent at home" scenario. Working 
parents will want to have the children to school by the time they leave the house, thus resulting in more before school 
care. Parents who work will not trust their teenagers to get themselves up, and will make them get up when they do. I 
also think those enrolled in sports will miss even more school going to games with other districts who are not on the 
same schedule. For games within the district, all sports get pushed back, so homework gets pushed back, then bedtime 
gets pushed back. I think kids will just go to bed even later, not resulting in more sleep at all. Kind of like daylight savings 
time... just moving time from one end, to the other :) Besides that, teaching middle schoolers at the end of the day is 
trying now. :) They are wound up. I cannot even imagine what adding a period to the end of the day would look like! :) 



So I honestly think that high school student should start school at 8:30 and get out at 2:40 
one elective class should be cut and turned into work credits so that students experience having a job before leaving 
school. The work credit should be from working 50 hours for at least one semester, and students should have at least 4 
work credits before graduating school to make up for the lack of elective credits. 

BAN HOMEWORK. That is why we don't get desent amount of sleep. 

I’m too tired to answer these 

Late start Monday needs to stop. 

i’m excited! 

Dont change it 

I currently drive my children to school and from school. A change in times may not allow me to do that. I don't have 
anyone else to take them if the times change. 

I hope you decide to start school later so the kids can sleep in. 

Sports may be affected due to the hours of sun after school and the temperatures in the later afternoons. 

I think it will be nice so if we miss are alarm and wake up 10-15 minutes before we leave it will help us not miss the bus. 

Teenage students will stay up later than they do now because they will have more time in the morning. What about 
students whose parents will leave for work before they leave for school? Don’t you think attendance will suffer for some 
kids with no parent there to make them leave for school? 

Kids have been getting up early for school for centuries. Many did farm chores before and after school. They all survived. 

We shouldn't change the start times of secondary school students because it affects what they can or can not do after 
school 

Parents need to parent and give their children a "bedtime" and stick with it. Turn in electronics at night so the kids can 
actually go to sleep. Bedtime is bedtime. 

When you have multiple school age children and you have them with start and end times an hour apart that makes it very 
difficult for those that take their children and pick them up. 

1. I strongly feel that we would simply be catering to behaviors that would not be corrected, in that later start times would 
simply mean longer time on social media and gaming for students, as well as out later at night with friends. 
2. I have 4 teenagers. All of them feel that changing to a later start time would simply mean later to bed... due to sports, 
possible jobs or volunteer hours, and then homework. They feel they would NOT get any extra sleep. In fact, it would 
mean later nights. 
3. Changing elementary schools to an earlier time is not advantages either. Your study should have shown that 
elementary children go to bed later now than they have in the past due to possible negative learning behaviors such as 
the increase in gaming in young children. We would hope that an earlier start time would mean that parents would step 
up and put their kids to bed earlier, but the trend and use of social media has shown otherwise. (Many of our district kids 
spend hours on gaming every night, when (I wish) they were reading.) 
4. Many older students drive their siblings to school plus in the mornings, thus the older students would still have to get 
up earlier to take kids to school. NO gain in sleep there. 
5. My teenage kids all said to say NO to these proposed changes. (They do have smart phones and are allowed to game 
on weekends.) 
6. Both of us parents say NO. One of us is an alumni of CHS. Some of the biggest changes we have seen in kids and 
sleep (we both work with kids) is how late they are up on social media. Yes, those kids are honest and want later start 
times because they can continue to game. Don't buy into that. 

I would absolutely hate coming home in the dark (or close to sunset) I love to run or hike after school, and I need as 
much sunshine as possible year round! 
Plus, I have no problem with the times as they are right now! 

This neeeeeeds to happen I never enough school work done because i dont enough sleep. 



When I wake up in the morning I always feel tiered and I don’t feel like I get enough sleep so if school started later then I 
might not feel so tired and I could focus more in class. 

I’m not sure changing the start time would make any difference in the quantity of sleep. It would mean that sports and 
other activities would have adjust as well. Now it’s a later bedtime. The amount of sleep doesn’t change, it just shifts. 

I think elementary should start and end earlier than middle and highschool so older students can help out with their 
families. Also, the later time would be nice for people with before school activities. 

I really love the idea of a later start time, and so does everybody else. 

Older kids need to be out before the younger kids 

For most people who are in club sports, there would not be enough time after school so a lot of people would have to do 
morning practices. 

What if you work and need continue getting out at the same time? 

if its the time of year where it get darker later that would be kinda hard of you do sports and its dark outside 

I feel like it should be a thing 

i feel like my mental health would be better if we started later but it would also get worse because i wouldn't be able to do 
the sport that i love and keeps me happy. 

the later we go the more it takes away from after school activities 

I think it is pointless. There is no need to change the times. 

Make shorter classes and ban homework 

It’s just easier to get up and early and maybe nap later if you have time, instead of being required to stay at the school 
until 3 or so 

I would really enjoy the extra time to sleep so i am well rested for school 

Pushing it back half an hour would be fine but too much would cause people to not be able to work after school. 

I'm worried that by changing the start times to a later time you will make it extraordinarily harder for highschoolers to 
enter the workforce and start saving money. 

I don't care what happens either way, but don't change the block schedule. 

This quiz was extremely biased towards directing towards students towards later start times, we have arguably the worst 
education program in the country and I understand why. The bias and almost sad and an outside influencer should've 
created it. What is the pros and cons of each situation, providing evidence of why changing start times to later would've 
greatly raised the credibility of this survey. 

MAKE SCHOOL SHORTER! 

If we were to start later, the change would not affect the amount of sleep that I get, in the long run. Maybe immediately 
after the change, I would be getting more sleep but I would just start to mold to the same sleep schedule I have now, 
except it would just be shifted an hour later. I participate in spring sports that require light. During the spring we have less 
hours of sunlight and for tennis to work, we need to be able to see. 

I think we should just keep our school times because we have to learn to get up and be ready early for our jobs when we 
are older. Also we are already used to the times. If a person is not getting enough sleep it is either homework like it is for 
me or it is their fault. 

I think that our starting and ending time could be pushed back a bit but not more than 40 minutes because of sports. 

This would bring a positive attitude to the students, instead of having a dragging morning. 

I think it would be very hard to get out of school, go home for a couple of min, and then go to a sports practice or job and 
then come home and have no time or energy for homework or anything else students might have to do. If everything is 
pushed back, students would probably not go to bed until later too because there is just enough time to get everything 
done with this schedule so with a later schedule, it would take more time in the night. I usually do all my homework right 



when I get home and then go to practice, which is everyday, and then when I come home, I go right to bed. If school 
times were pushed back, I would have no time to do homework, or I would have to do it later in the night and not get to 
bed on time. 

I think this would helps everyone overall moral and readiness to learn, this would also gives us more time to make a 
healthy breakfast and for athletes sleep. I have personally have had games the night before a school day and the next 
morning feel horrible, then I also have a tough time in school that day. 

I feel they should not change the school start and end times because so many students are used to the schedule and 
they have been doing this schedule for high schoolers about nine years. 

I think it is fine the way it is, ya it sucks to wake up early but its not a big deal. 

elementary should not get out earlier 

This is an amazing idea. Please make this a reality. It will make all of our lives better. 

I love to get out at 2:30 and I don't mind waking up earlier. It is the STUDENTS issue with sleeping. Most students stay 
up till 1-2 I'm the morning and complain they don't get enough sleep. It is their own fault and the school shouldn't be 
changed for their poor decisions. 

That we don't need to 

leave it alone 

It would not be beneficial to change the school start times, if it ain't broke don't fix it. 

If school starts later it will defeat the purpose for many students. If students are involved in extracurricular activities, 
many sports will have to practice before school starts. Also, many students have a job, some are working to support their 
family. Having late start will make working hours later for many students causing staying up later and resulting less sleep. 
Test scores might be important, but when kids are growing up and having to make a living it causes many questions on 
what is important. 

MakingElementary grades start earlier can help with parents who have to go to work early, therefor possibly helping 
parents to not have to make their kids go too daycare in the morning, and they can ride the bus from their house. 

CHANGE PLEASE 

I just wouldn't want to come home and feel tired from school and having to do homework and feel like I have no free time. 

Do not change it. 

For kids who are supper busy after school either with sports or a job or even just having a life it doesn't seem realistic just 
to get an hour more of sleep. 

how else would this effect kids in many ways 

It's not at all a smart idea because it will effect work, sports, etc. People will still get no sleep because they don't have to 
be at school till later and it effects other peoples schedule. 

Making the start times of school would leave us with less time for ourselves in the day. 

honestly should shorten the school start and end time from 7:35 to 8:15 to 2:30, would help students get more sleep and 
help students have a life out of school,also might help with anxiety or depression from lack of sleep and/or stress of 
getting to school. 

This change would drastically affect the ability of high schools students to participate in activities outside of school. Many 
students would not be able to work after school, and for some of them working is vital. 

why would you ask seniors about this school time. we don't care we just want to graduate 

I think it’s ridiculous because for high school sports we get out of class sooner and we have more chances of missing 
more classes 

I think it will ruin a lot of the opportunities high schoolers have in beginning to get into the work force learning how to be 
an adult. Most work places you will have to be up early as well & if we change the start time to a later time you are 



making it harder to be able to get up for work after high school. 

I do not like the idea of a school start time changing for k-5 students as it is hard enough as it is to wake up my own child 
to get him to before school care, so there is no break for him in getting to rest more in the morning. He would actually 
have more time lapsed between breakfast and when he starts learning for the day, which is not good. 

Don’t it’s fine where it’s at. 

High school should start at 9:00 AM 

While it may take some structural change in my daily life (in all of our lives), I think it is worth it just to not wake up every 
morning barely able to keep my eyes open. Only to then spend the day trying not to space out or fall asleep altogether. 

Students wouldn't be able to work or do sports if the time changes later. 

later start times only gives students another reason to stay up later and get the same amount of sleep anyway. Also this 
time would severely affect my job. I nanny for a family where the mom passed away a few months ago and the 2 kids live 
with their grandparents now. With out me it is impossible to pick up the 5 year old at school and take him to his 
extracurricular activities while also caring for the 9 month old. 

I think that even 5 minutes can make a difference, but I don't think it is a good idea to get out later we would just get less 
time to do homework. 

If its not broke, don't fix it. If grown students can't attend school at 7:30 then id let them drown. sink or swim figure it out 

It's a good idea 

If school ends at 3:40 in the winter, there'd be little to no light left in the sky. 

If you change the start and end times it’s not going to make everyone better. “In some cases” is what was used from the 
research not “all” or even “most” so our school may not be in the “some cases”. Kids are still going to be grumpy getting. 
They are going to continue in their ways. And my guess is that if school is later they’ll go to bed later than normal. 

I went to a school in California where we started at 8:00 and got out at 3, but we were right near the beach, so the ocean 
breeze would wake us up, and we got sunshine from being outside all day. 

ARE YOU A WIZARD?!?!?! 

I pick up my little sister from Ramsey Elementary at 3:30pm during the week. If this were to change that would make it 
difficult, because we have a sitter for her in the mornings. Said babysitter is almost never available to pick her up after 
school due to her own children. And yes, I am aware that there are afterschool programs that she can attend, but we 
have been put on the waiting list and still the program still has no openings. I highly doubt that will change. If anything 
that will probably worsen. 

don’t 

leave it alone 

I think it is unnecessary. Keep the hours the same as they are now. 

Pushing school start time later will just give teens more reason to be able to stay up late. If they really cared about 
getting enough sleep to do better in school they would take melatonin and go to sleep on time. 
 
We have life’s. Goals that some of us work so hard for after school that does not revolve around school. We need time 
and to put in the hours. You are going to make me stay awake longer by pushing back the start time cause I need to get 
things done and you are taking my time away. I want to spend time with my friends and family. My father goes to bed 
early cause he’s got work early in the morning I won’t be able to spend time with him. I have a brother that sleeps most of 
the day cause he works all night, I won’t be able to see him. 

I think this is a non-issue in total and the start times should remain the same. Having younger students go earlier, be in 
the dark, and out before most their older siblings who watch them creates large issues for many. 

This affects the parents of children in high school and elementary school. Jobs might fire us since we could only work 2-3 
hours a day if we play sports. Playing sports mean you get home an hour later meaning you have dinner an hour later 
and you might still have homework so you still have to stay up late so there really is no benefit. 



Students are still going to get the same amount of sleep. They will just go to sleep later. 

Financially this is would create problems with daycare for families with younger kids who would be put in daycare longer 
and the high schooler wouldn’t be able to pay for gas , car insurance or save money for college. 

this is a bad idea California has all ready done it and thay switched back 

At lake city we do late start monday. It seems to work perfectly. It is an hour more of sleep but has the same time to get 
off. I think this schedule is perfect. 

Changing school hours effects people’s outside lives. People such as students and family members. I personally believe 
they should leave it as is and not disrupt our lives. 

This would only make it harder for students to engage in after school activities. Plus students would just go to sleep even 
later because they could wake up later, which would be the same amount of sleep as we are already getting. 

I think it is good how it is. 

While I think we should start at a later time, I don't think the end time should change. 

that we should not change it because it will be harder for kids in high school to get a job because of the times they will 
get out of school 

Don't change anything 

Its hard to have money (a job) for recreation and be an attentive student (studying) at the same time. 

Little ones shouldn’t be walking in the dark starting them earlier 

Change the end time to 2:05 

I believe that we should school start time the same as they are now due to the fact that it would affect after school 
sport/activities. 

why would students go to bed at the same time we do, if we have the opportunity to sleep in an hour later. we would just 
go to bed later, because we get to “sleep in later” 

The times we have now work for our amazing block schedule, and allows for extracurricular and work to be done at a 
time that lets us do homework after. 

If you start school later then we will stay up later. buy swapping high school with middle school there will be middle 
schoolers walking to school in the dark during november 

Most younger children have bedtime and get more than enough sleep. Therefore they are more able to wake up early. 
Also it gives parents enough time to get ready for work as well. 

I think high school should start a little later in the day, but that would also really affect the times of every other child. 

These current times have effected millions nationwide, giving a large portion of them mental health issues due to stress 
and lack of sleep. 

Don't change the starting times for High School. If you want better high school student results start High School first 
semester August 18th and end before Christmas. Second Semester Mid Jan through Memorial Day weekend. 

Please make school start later. Everyone is sleep deprived because of that and a lot of homework. 

Please do not change the schedule. 

In my opinion, revising the school schedules would require a plethora of students to undergo a significant change in their 
normal day-to-day routines. Personally, I have just enough time in each day to balance attendance at school, 
participation in a sport, employment at a job, social interaction with friends, quality family time, and completion of 
homework assignments. I believe that if the school schedules were to be changed, it would make it more difficult for 
students to effectively manage their time. The reason why most students do not get enough sleep is not the school’s 
fault. In fact, most homework assignments given by teachers are very time sensitive. I think the students hold the 
responsibility for not getting enough sleep because they do not manage their time well enough to allow them to go to 
sleep early enough and get up at a decent time. Therefore, I strongly believe that the schedules of secondary schools 



should not be revised and should in fact remain the same as what is currently enforced. 

as much i want extra sleep, i have too many things to do in the day for school to get out later. 

I think that the start time is fine, and that changing the start time wouldn't help people get more sleep, because they 
would just go to sleep later, and get the same amount. 

Real life involves waking up. Military has many young members and starts first without issue. Your body learns. Just like 
in High School your body learns to get up early. 
Get up early to succeed. How many other ways to say that is there? Psychology may say to shift one way but real life 
does not move that way. Need to learn that for real life. I am sure most teens would be fine with school from 10 to 2 but 
that would be formula for failure. Prepare students for real life not some idea that will never gain hold anytime soon in the 
real world. 

If we had late start and elementary school students started early we would be sending younger children to wait in the 
cold and dark for buses and the majority of high school students drive and don’t have to wait for a ride 

I don’t think we should change the start and end times. I think it would affect to much of our normal day to day lives. 
Teachers are usually very considerate of how much homework they give out and with sports as well it’ll help teach 
students responsibility and time management. 

I think every athlete would suffer from this. If anything lets start earlier to get our earlier. 

I feel it would create more stress on a teenager, considering that most do after school activities and changing the time 
would allow the activity to go longer into the night. With that being said students would get less time to do homework and 
would make them stay up later creating an even bigger issue. 

i think the way we run the school start times right now is good. if we could start earlier i would be happier. 

dont change it enless its early change 

i feel the elementary schools should start earlier. teenagers need more sleep 

yes I agree with what I've stated. 

idk 

This wouldn't help anyone. When we have late start I tend to just go to bed an hour later regardless. When I have an 
important test or presentation the following day I go to bed earlier. The times we have to get up teach us better 
responsibility and prepare us for adult life. The majority of full time jobs require a sleep schedule not unlike our current 
one. Yes of course I would love to sleep an extra hour every night but I doubt I would use it and it'll just add to the reality 
check when leaving high school and entering the workforce. 

Well, you show all the evidence that kids don't get enough sleep but you don't show all the benefits of the schedule we 
have now. With what we have, many of my peers are able to balance work and school or work and sports and school. 
Taking away some peoples ability to choose between having to drop a sport or not be financially viable really limits the 
precious time we have as teenagers. 

Changing the times would ruin school sports such as football. 

It will mess up my day and my parents jobs 

why would you change the school times for kids who can't take responsibility for there actions and stop playing video 
games and go to bed, do there homework when they get home instead of waiting till midnight 

don't do it 

Interesting 

Don't change them they are fine as they are 

Please change it to 7-2, that would be the perfect times 

yes 

dont do it 



We can afford to lose 30min-1hour of the school day without changing the release time 

It's stupid if we start school later because extracurricular activities will be ruined 

Teens will not go to sleep any sooner with a later start time. Parents need to enforce bed times for all age groups. Not 
the job of the schools to change for lack of positive parental choices. 

i feel that it would make a great, healthy change in the lifestyle of all students and parents. 

if its not broken dont try to fix it 

I think if we got a little more sleep or time in the morning that would help 

start at 7 and end at 2 

It shouldn't be change because if it were to be changed it won't solve any problems but instead create more problems for 
everyone. This includes parents, teachers, and students, because this change would affect everyone in a bad way. 

keep it the same so sports don't get out when it is dark 

I think if we start later this will give us extra sleep at night. 

it shouldnt be changed 

I think that in high school, more sleep could make it less stressful that way we could have a more productive day rather 
than being tired, having anxiety ,and still having to sports, homework and chores. Waking up early does not make it more 
convenient for any of us, being able to wake up later would give us more energy so we can get the most out of our day at 
school. 

9:00 to 4:00 is good enough because we still have time to do work 

Change the start times 

Changing school start times to earlier would make it harder for my child to get the rest he needs for school. 

I wish that this would remain the same, it seems like with homework loads on older children this would only cause issues 
with still getting to bed at a reasonable hour. It should be something that parents work with their own children on and 
restrict more Electronic media if being too tired to learn is an issue. Also for parents that work, you are still getting your 
children up at the same time and will need to take them somewhere so that you can make it to work on time. I may be a 
parent of a k-5 now but this directly impacts my future and my students future in schooling. This would grossly effect my 
job and its start time, and or the need for additional care for my child. 

Please do not change the start times it works well for us. 

I feel like everyone could use more rest. Especially our children 

Going to be interesting to see reponses, thank you for addressing employment and childcare. Please also consider 
school-sponsored programs, sports, etc that occur both before and after school. 

I would Friday to be early release for middle school for weekend plans 

How are we teaching our children to survive in a working environment. School starts later? Bedtime will be justified for 
later. 

Sleep is so important for physical, mental and emotional health. I support this 100% 

I think it’s a great idea! 

This is a major change that would have a big impact on many different home, work, sports, and other activities. I don't 
think it is worth the headaches. I'm concerned about 6 year olds going to their bus stops in the dark (early in the 
morning). Teens need to make choices that allow them to get enough sleep. 

I agree that later start times are good for teens. We came from a school district that did this with our eldest child & it was 
great for her. 

I'm just not certain there is enough public interest to make any changes. 

sleep deprivation is a problem. 1 hour does not make the difference. Please look at sleep problems in depth and how 



screen time effects brain waves. Ban devices at school limit screen time and educate about device management and 
mental health. 

I want to get more sleep and I would if school started later, but I don't want to get out of school really late either, so we 
are kind of stuck. 

I agree with research supporting later start times for middle school students 

I do NOT want the Elementary school times to be earlier than they already are. 

This change would negatively impact our routine - as a single parent I have to rely on several people to drop off and pick 
up my children from school due to my work schedule of 8:15 to 6:30. School plus is a life saver for elementary level but 
there are zero reliable options for before/after school for middle school kids. If school plus was an option for middle 
school kids I wouldn't have to worry and rely on others - and club 240 does nothing for our situation since it lets out at 4 
Anna the schedule is completely unreliable. We live too close to qualify for her to ride the bus. She does ride her bike - 
but that isn't an option nearly half of the school year due to weather. And late start even now are a challenge due to the 
school not even opening the doors until 8:15/8:30 - when I have to be at work in athol at 8:30/8:45. I rely on my mom to 
take her for late start Mondays. So if it was changed any later I would have to possibly rely on her multiple times a week 
in the mornings when she already picks up my daughter several times a week during the 6ish months of too cold weather 
to drop her off at home. 

Many students are sleep-deprived due to late night cell phone/computer use. Starting later would not change this habit, 
but rather encourage it. Lack of sleep is a primary cause of the growing incidence of anxiety/depression in this age 
group. 

This would greatly impact kids extra curricular activities for all grade levels. Kids in the secondary level would miss a lot 
more class time due to activities. There is also a huge impact considering that the surrounding districts are not changing 
their start times. Community events wouldn't necessarily cater to our district. High school students would not be able to 
attend KTEC. 

I would argue to say that a lot of the tiredness comes from healthy home habits. Are the kids on the computer playing 
games till late at night? Watching TV till late at night? Eating a healthy dinner early in the evening? I would agree that 
sleep is vital for kids but it seems lately that there is way too much electronics & social media in their young lives that 
prevents them from getting quality sleep. 

just keep it the way it is, if little kids are out way to early there might be larger chances of kidnappings 

I think it shouldn't change,we will have to push sports and school work back 

I know that starting and ending later would affect a lot of households that have to deal with childcare and work hours. I 
am lucky that my son is old enough to get himself to and from school without my having to be there. However, when he 
was in elementary and middle school I did have to deal with that, and we made it work. Most current school start/end 
times don't match up with the average work day anyhow, so most parents have to adjust accordingly already. I wake my 
son up at 5:50AM every day for school, and it breaks my heart. I know he is right in the middle of his deepest sleep, and 
yet he gets up and gets ready for school every day with a smile on his face. Teenage/Adolescent sleep patterns need to 
be accounted for. 

Don't do this. This isn't going to help. We can't get sleep because we are so overworked with over complicated 
assignments in this antiquated and bloated education system. If you set it back then its going to screw up everyone 
else's parents work times. The change needed to fix this is so radical that the entire system of the nation would have to 
be changed altogether. This isn't going to fix anything 

I think it is and isn't necessary because some kids are fine with waking up early and some aren't. 

reduce the after school by 30 min 

it gets in the way of my job. 

Provide plenty of zero hour classes at the high school for athletes that want to start school earlier in the day. Allow the 
normal start time to be at or after 8am. 

If you played a sport for the school then It would be done way later than it is. If you played a sport after school then you 



would get done even later. 

I don't think letting teens sleep in will not encourage them to just stay up later. They need to prepare for adulthood 
(workforce). Reality is most jobs do not start at 9am in their future. 

Truely feel that changing start and end times will not actually provide a child(ren) with more sleep time. I see it as only 
contributing to more internet and video screen time. They can stay up later engaging in these activities because now in 
the back of their mind they can sleep in. What really happened though is that they never added more sleep time. Another 
scenario is that they can continue with their regular sleep habits and get up and engage in these activities before they 
head to school. Defeating the thought process that adding later school start and end times will actually provide a child 
with more sleep time. 

Do it 

Do not change school start times. 

(Based on my regular schedule...) 
I am involved in multiple advanced classes in school and a sport. I don't work during the school year because my main 
focus is my grades. I have about 1 to 2 hours of homework most nights. I get home from track at about 5:00pm, eat 
dinner with my family, spend time from about 6 - 8pm doing my school work, then spend the remaining hour to two hours 
of my night making my lunch, packing for the next day, relaxing, and spending time with my family when I can. I am 
100% for students getting more sleep, but I feel that if the school day started at a later time I would have trouble fitting in 
all of my after school activities into my day. I think its more up to students to manage their work load and sleep schedule 
when they are able to do so. 

I do not support this change at all and believe it will negatively impact more people than it will help. The research cited to 
support this change is narrow in scope. Questions asking those who take this survey if they care about children's sleep 
are leading and unfairly skewed. We all care about students, otherwise, we wouldn't be taking this survey. More fair 
questions would be - do you believe this will positively impact the majority of our district's students? Do you think more 
sleep will help the students who are struggling most? I believe the answer to both of those questions is no. It is unfair for 
our very young and vulnerable students to wait for a bus in the cold and darkness. It is unfair for elementary-aged 
students to come home to an empty house because their parents are still at work when they are released from school. 
Additionally, students who struggle the most at the secondary level will still struggle with later start times. Later start 
times will not take away impactful stressors in their lives - depression, anxiety, bullying and friendship problems, 
substance-use issues, histories of trauma, poor motivation, lack of parent/guardian support, homelessness, and food 
insecurity. The list could go on and on, and the thought that later start times would change any of that for students with 
these issues is narrow-minded and short-sighted. I also do not believe this would change anything for secondary 
students without these issues. Middle and high school students have poor judgment and impulse control due to prefrontal 
cortexes that are not fully developed. These students will continue to stay up late, manage their time poorly, etc., whether 
the start times are changed or not. I would actually predict they will stay up later and negate any changes that could 
potentially be made to start times. This change cannot control choices made by individual students to stay up late talking 
to friends on their phones, playing video games, etc., or the ability (or lack of) on the part of their parents to hold them 
accountable. The responsibility of this decision is not on us as educators and as a district. We cannot control the 
moment-to-moment decisions made by our students and their families, and this is a poor effort to do so. Please hear the 
voices of people who work with these students every day - this is not the answer. Please use our time and resources to 
find a solution that works for all schools, all educators, and most importantly ALL STUDENTS. That is our true purpose 
as educators, and any other decision would be irresponsible and neglectful on our part as a district. 

 


